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ABSTRACT 
Author: Ryle D. Maxson 
Title: System Identification and State Estimation for Intake Manifold Charge 
Flow Temperature of a Compression Ignition Diesel Engine 
Institution: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Degree: Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Year: 2010 
Intake manifold charge temperature is a factor used in mean value engine models 
(MVEMs) for the calculation of intake mass air charge and oxygen flow. More stringent 
emission requirements have led to increased deployment of more advanced engine 
combustion models onto production engine controllers. Measurement of the 
temperature via physical thermocouple sensors mounted to the engine intake manifold 
is both slow, in comparison to the changing conditions of an engine, and undesirable 
due to the cost and increased complexity of extra sensors. A state estimation model has 
been evaluated that imitates the function of the intake manifold temperature sensor 
reading, but uses the fusion of data acquired from other sensor locations on the engine. 
Steady-state and Federal Test Procedure (FTP) cycle analysis was used to evaluate the 
development model on a rapid prototyping system. The model showed substantial 
agreement with the measured values over a range of operating conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Modern diesel engines utilize highly developed charge airflow paths controlled by a 
number of advanced techniques. They include the use of intake throttle bodies, exhaust 
gas recirculation (EGR) valves with cooled and un-cooled by-pass flow paths, variable 
geometry turbines (VGT), and charge air coolers (CAC) which can condition intake 
charge airflow; all in an effort to increase power and efficiency, while still meeting ever 
more stringent emissions regulations (1) (2). Several methods of controlling and 
modeling of the intake charge flow reference the intake manifold temperature 
parameter (3) (4). Mean value engine modeling (MVEM), where complete combustion 
models of internal combustion engines (ICEs) are developed, is becoming more 
important as vehicle manufacturers investigate precise and efficient forms of 
combustion and emission control (5) (6) including calculating the mass air charge flow, 
or oxygen estimates in real-time (7). New combustion methods made possible by more 
powerful engine controllers are narrowing the gaps in achievable and desirable 
emissions (8) (9). Moving from directly from a universal theoretical model of an engine, 
to a deployable controller has become the preferred method of development. For 
engine air charge estimation the temperature parameter can be measured with a 
thermocouple placed directly in the manifold. 
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In ICEs, thermocouples are common measurement devices for determining 
temperatures, or for providing important diagnostic feedback. This method of 
measurement for intake charge flow is employed on European style inline 4-cylinder 
diesel engines with single plenum intake manifold designs. Unfortunately, 
thermocouples have inherent limitations, besides the added cost of adding a new sensor 
or sensors in a production setting (10). While the measured temperature of a 
thermocouple exposed to steady state flows can be useful in calculating the intake 
charge flow air mass, in transient flow conditions the temperature measurement often 
lags behind the actual temperature of the flow itself. In addition, larger V8 engines can 
have complex physical manifold layouts that make the actual temperature distribution 
of the flow in the manifold difficult to measure in production settings. The desire to 
eliminate unnecessary or difficult to implement sensor components and reduce the 
number of calibration hours on modern vehicles has lead to the development of new 
estimation and control techniques (11) (12) (13). 
The temperature parameter can also be used in the control and estimation of the EGR 
fraction of gas in the intake manifold. The EGR fraction effects both smoke (particulate) 
and NOx formations in the engine (14) (15) (16). Accurate control of the EGR fraction 
and its corresponding temperature effect on the engine can lead to better emissions 
and fuel economy in the engine (17) and directly effects the amount of usable oxygen in 
the intake manifold (18) (19). The manifold pressure state equation is another 
commonly used algorithm in modeling and requires the intake manifold temperature to 
accurately estimate the manifold filling dynamics (20). 
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This report assesses an estimate algorithm used for the state estimation of the intake 
manifold charge flow temperature variable to facilitate in the calculation and control of 
a diesel engine in conjunction with the models mentioned. The layout of the next 
generation LML style Duramax V8 engine makes it desirable to estimate the 
temperature without the use of an intake manifold mounted thermocouple in 
production, given the deviations in manifold style from the original Duramax 6600 
Diesel (21). A production ready fresh air thermocouple is already mounted downstream 
of the charge air cooler to measure the temperature of the fresh air mixture coming into 
the manifold for diagnostic purposes (see Figure 1). An additional thermocouple 
measures the temperature of air leaving the EGR cooler/by-pass valve, also originally for 
diagnostic purposes. Fusing the inputs of these two sensors with that of other 
production sensors provides an estimate of the intake manifold charge flow 
temperature after mixing of the EGR cooler air and the fresh air. 
Evaluation for the algorithm is performed using Matlab and Simulink in conjunction with 
test data gathered on test cell D217 for an LML style Duramax Diesel engine. Final 
testing is performed on a rapid prototyping system. The application is intended for use 
on the 2015 Model Year (MY) engine. 
TOTAL CHARGE MASS FLOW 
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The total charge mass flow calculation (Equation 5 below) was evaluated using two 
different methods. The primary estimate was done assuming constant Cp and Cv (Const 
R). This assumption proved reasonable based on the analysis of the secondary model 
that used a variable R. It should be noted that the temperatures observed in the intake 
were of relatively low temperature (<180°C) facilitating the assumption of constant Cp 
and Cv. Figure 9 shows the two calculations being done in parallel for model 
comparison. 
™tot = 
_ {Pirn x ^Eng.syd x Veff\ ^disy x 1 0 0 
{chg ) 60 x 2 x R 
Equation 5 Total Charge Mass Flow 
One major limitation to both of these estimates was the reliance on a calibrated 
volumetric efficiency table for the final estimate. 
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Figure 9: Cylinder Mass Flow Estimation 
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The variable R cylinder mass flow estimation utilizes a previous value of R determined 
in the last time step, since R is based on EGR fraction on the intake, assuming there is a 
negligible change over a small step size. If the time step size is to large, this assumption 
becomes less accurate. 
EGR FRACTION ESTIMATION 
The EGR Fraction estimate is performed based on the difference between the Mass Air 
Flow sensor reading and the estimated total cylinder charge flow. The estimation of the 
EGR Fraction is not trivial and has a very large effect on many other engine parameters 
as seen in many MVEMs (28) (29). This method of estimation requires that the previous 
estimate of the cylinder charge mass flow is accurate. Checks are done (see saturation 
blocks and EGR valve position input in Figure 10 ) to prevent unsteady behavior during 
low circulation values. When the EGR valve is closed the EGR fraction is set to zero. 
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Figure 10: EGR Fraction and Air Fraction Calculation 
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The EGR fraction could alternatively be estimated by a look-up table based on the 
known mass flow of the EGR under certain operating conditions (fuel and speed) and 
valve positions (30). The valve flow can be approximated using common flow equations 
through an orifice. This method has drawbacks however, as EGR flow typically degrades 
with age, necessitating offset corrections overtime (31). A model of the exhaust gas 
pressure combined with the known pressure drop across the EGR cooler and by-pass 
valve would be beneficial in estimating the actual flow into the intake. As mentioned 
above, in the development model, EGR position is used only as a diagnostic check to 
ensure that when the valve is closed, the EGR fraction becomes zero. 
MAF DELAY CALCULATION 
Depending on engine speed and the full volume of the engine air intake system, there 
can be a measurable delay between the time the air mass from the mass airflow sensor 
reaches the mixture point in the manifold. To account for this delay a subsystem was 
created to estimate this time and implement a variable delay. The block uses Equation 
6 to estimate the delay time based on the known volume of the intake and the engine 
speed. 
2 . . Vdisy 
"EngSyeed x gQ x Veff x Q 
MAFDelay 
VINTAKE 
Equation 6 MAF Intake Manifold Delay 
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Figure 11: MAF Delay Calculation 
Figure 11 above shows the method for calculating the delay. This could also be 
implemented as a 1-D lookup table based on engine speed. For the purposes of this 
study, it was important to minimize the amount of calibration needed; therefore, a 
theoretical relationship is used. The system can be tuned by adjusting the volume 
parameter for the intake in Equation 6. For the Duramax, the intake volume was 
estimated based on the physical dimensions of the dynamometer test cell intake 
system. The production vehicle system may contain a different final airbox and intake 
track length. 
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TEMPERATURE CORRECTION CALIBRATION 
The final step in the calculation of the intake charge temperature is to account for the 
heat transfer across the intake manifold, and to calibrate the estimate to actual test cell 
data. 
Figure 12: Temperature Correction and Calibration Factors 
Figure 12 shows the several stages involved in calculating the final charge temperature 
estimate. The first section consists of a 2-D lookup table based on engine speed and 
fuel flow. The second stage is to account for the heat transfer across the manifold 
based on the difference between the engine coolant temperature and the initial mixture 
temperature estimate (the engine is assumed to initially be heat soaked to this 
temperature). Vehicle speed, cooling fan influence and other ambient effects are taken 
into account in this stage. The coolant correction block utilized a 1-D lookup table for 
cell testing, however an integrated 2-D table is also provided. The 2-D table references 
the vehicle speed and fan-operating condition to provide a gain to the coolant 
correction factor. For this application, it is assumed that airflow through the engine 
21 
compartment with the vehicle moving, or the fan operating will be greatly influenced by 
the coolant temperature due to heat rejection to the air across the radiator as well as 
the coolant channels near the engine intake manifold. There is an additional lag filter 
for smoothing the output signal as necessary based on the flow rate, and an auxiliary 
constant offset calibration parameter for development model testing. 
UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT ESTIMATION 
As EGR rate increases, the intake charge flow percentage of 02 decreases. Figure 14 
below shows a simplified model of the intake charge speciation based on the amount of 
EGR Fraction in the charge. This model was established based on work performed by 
Ladommatos in (18). It is assumed that the initial charge is simply fresh air, with mostly 
nitrogen and oxygen. As EGR use increases, the charge tends towards that of the 
burned mixture of carbon dioxide, and water, in addition to the nitrogen and oxygen 
already present. It can be seen in Figure 15, which is the calculated R-value based on 
the percentage of gas distribution in Figure 14, that the value is dominated by the 
relatively unchanging nitrogen composition in the mixture. These models were 
implemented in the Simulink system as a simple 1-D Lookup table as seen in Figure 13. 
Q > rs R 
1-D Lookup Table to Estimate R from Estimate 
Intake Speciation at each EGR Fraction 
Figure 13:1-D Lookup Table for R 
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Figure 14: Variation of Speciation with Changes in EGR 
Figure 14 above is a plot of the intake charge airflow species for a diesel engine based 
on simplified combustion parameters for the re-circulated exhaust gas mixture. The 
intake charge is primarily dominated by Nitrogen, with decreasing amounts of Oxygen, 
and subsequently increasing amounts of Carbon Dioxide as the EGR fraction increases. 
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The effect of these speciation amounts is seen in Figure 15 below. As the EGR fraction 
increases, the value of R changes by only a small percentage, indicating this may not be 
an important factor in the overall temperature estimation strategy. This was confirmed 
by testing on the dynamometer in the test cell as seen in Chapter 3. 
281 
Variation in R with EGR 
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Figure 15: Variation of R with EGR 
CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The baseline model was evaluated over a steady state cycle with step changes as seen in 
Figure 16. The model showed it could accurately predict trends in temperature 
changes; however, with no heat transfer outside of the gases, there was a large offset in 
the estimate. 
0 i 1 1 1 1 1 i i 
o JJO «oo sao 90a ioao 1200 n o o 
Figure 16: Initial Steady State Charge Flow Temperature Estimation 
Similarly, as seen in Figure 17 the FTP cycle analysis showed varying offsets that 
illustrated the need for heat transfer corrections. 
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Figure 17: FTP75 Charge Flow Temperature Estimation 
TEMPERATURE SIGNAL RESOLUTION 
Regardless of the offset present, increasing the resolution of the available thermocouple 
temperature sensor signals was required. The results of the three signal enhancement 
methods are seen in Figure 18 below. All three methods are capable of providing a 
predicative trend through which the magnitude of the gain of the sensor input can be 
adjusted by varying constants in the algorithm. If the signal is reconstructed beyond a 
certain point, it becomes difficult to distinguish the actual signal from noise present. 
This has been studied in detail in other reports (32) (33) (34). As seen in Equation 3, the 
time constant of the sensor has a direct relationship on the estimate, and it is important 
that this time constant be adjusted to the appropriate value for each sensor. Evaluating 
the exact time constant of the sensor can also been done in real-time, but often 
methods call for two sensors in similar locations as in (32) to accurately estimate their 
behavior. 
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Figure 18: Temperature Sensor Enhancement 
CHARGE FLOW SPECIFIC HEAT CORRECTION 
The results of the variable gas constant correction versus EGR fraction were negligible in 
terms of overall temperature estimation strategy. Figure 19 below illustrates the 
minimal change seen. The effect is greater under very high EGR ratios. The maximum 
deviation observed between the two estimates over an FTP cycle was 0.7°C. 
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Figure 19: Effects of R Variation on Charge Flow Temperature Estimation 
TRANSPORT DELAY CORRECTION 
The MAF delay calculation, performed as expected, but like variable R, the effects on 
overall temperature estimation is minimal. Figure 20 demonstrates the capabilities of 
the MAF delay block. Calibrated to provide small changes in the estimate of the total 
calculation, it is not seen as necessary adjustment, given the noise and inherent 
variation in the manifold. However, if hardware memory and processing power are not 
limitations, it is a valid correction to the estimate. 
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Figure 20: Mass Air Flow Sensor Delay 
HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH INTAKE MANIFOLD 
Heat transfer in an engine model is commonly broken into 4 sections: intake line, in-
cylinder, exhaust port flow, and exhaust line flow (35). For the intake charge flow air 
temperature estimation the intake line heat transfer is simplified into a series of 
correction factors to the original mixture temperature. The heat transfer correction is 
the effect of the engine manifold temperature on the overall flow temperature. Mixing 
occurs well into the manifold; in addition, it was assumed initially that the manifold in a 
stationary vehicle is relatively near the coolant temperature. The correction can be 
seen below in Figure 21. After t = 800s the correction does not bring the temperature 
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fully in line with the measurements however. To correct for this offset the fueling 
correction was implemented. 
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Figure 21: Coolant Correction 
ENGINE LOAD CALIBRATION CORRECTION 
Figure 22 shows a final estimate for the Charge Flow Temperature based on the 
correction factors applied above, and an additional correction for fuel/load and speed. 
Engine load, and exhaust pressure can have significant impacts on the upstream cylinder 
air charge, as seen in (36). The estimate leads the actual sensor readings, and falls in 
line with the variation between the measurements. 
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Figure 22: Steady State Charge Flow Temperature Estimation 
Perhaps more importantly, the FTP cycle analysis, like that seen below in Figure 23, 
Figure 24, and Figure 25 shows a high degree of repeatability over cycles. This 
repeatability is critical if the estimate is to be considered for further calibration and 
production use. 
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Figure 23: FTP Charge Flow Temperature Estimation 
Figure 24: Estimated Tcharge over FTP72 on E41 02 Model 
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Figure 25: Estimated Tcharge over FTP72 on E41 MAF Model 
Figure 24, an FTP cycle utilizing the 0 2 control method, and Figure 25, utilizing the more 
traditional MAF control method, represent the estimated temperature as given by the 
rapid prototyping system run in D217 over several test cycles. There is a useable 
estimate of the temperature at this point. The spikes in the estimated temperature 
indicate areas where the resolution of the estimate is much greater than the resolution 
of the sensor. The thermocouples filter short duration temperature step changes (green 
and red lines in Figure 25), while the model estimate is able to fuse data from other 
areas, such as the EGR position and MAF sensor, to better estimate the higher rate of 
change temperature profile (blue line). 
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Table 1 Qualitative Analysis of Charge Flow Temperature Model 
Model System Processing 
Baseline Lo 
Variable R Lo 
AAAF Delay Lo 
Thermocouple Correction Hi 
Coolant Correction/Vehicle Speed Medium 
Fuel/Eng.Speed Correction Lo 
Full Model Hi 
Memory 
Lo 
Medium 
Lo 
Medium 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Repeatability 
Lo 
Lo 
Lo 
Medium 
Medium/Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Table 1 shows the processing and memory requirements versus the overall repeatability 
of the development model with respect to the baseline model of the intake charge 
mixture without heat transfer. The model baseline (without heat transfer) has the least 
reliable estimate of temperature, but also the lowest processing and memory 
requirements. Both the MAF delay calculation and the variable R correction have 
minimal impacts on the baseline models reliability. The Full model, which incorporates 
all of the corrections to date, is considered the most repeatable, but inherently the 
highest hardware requirements. 
Charge Flow Temperature Real Time Estimation in Test Cell D217 
AAAF Air Control FTPCydeTesting 
Figure 26: FTP Cycle Validation 
Figure 26 above shows several cycle tests for the charge flow temperature estimate. 
The red line indicates the estimate, while the blue, green, and pink are the auxiliary 
sensor measurements. It can be seen in the top graph that with the estimate it is 
possible to estimate temperature spikes/steps that would otherwise be filtered out by 
the thermocouples. 
See APPENDIX B for continued discussion on the tests performed. 
CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
As shown early on, heat transfer in the intake manifold can greatly affect the estimated 
temperature of the charge flow mixture. No calibration has been done for a moving 
vehicle, but it is expected to be a large factor in the final model as seen in (37). In the 
test cell, the ambient temperature exposure of the manifold is for all practical purposes 
a constant after the engine has warmed to operating temperature. In addition, the 
engine's charge air cooler is being artificially conditioned since, it is not in a moving 
vehicle, and as such, the CAC Outlet temperature remains mostly constant (see Figure 
38 in Appendix B). Additionally, for this model, only three thermocouples were 
observed in the intake manifold, it might be beneficial to study individual intake 
manifold port temperatures to gain a more developed estimate of the temperature 
distribution across the manifold. Installing a secondary thermocouples very close to the 
existing as described in (32) would aid in validating the thermocouple estimation 
strategies beyond what was explored in this paper. 
It has also been observed that the effects of some of the corrections are small in 
relation to the overall estimate. Namely the variation in R as a result of EGR 
recirculation, and the delay caused by the location of the MAF sensor relative to where 
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the actual mixing occurs. A possible reason may be the time involved in the charge 
mass transport is relatively small between the MAF and mixing location when compared 
to the overall thermocouple time constant. Enhancing the thermocouple response 
mathematically has noise limitations, so it is difficult to verify model the model accuracy 
over very short periods. Based on the cycle analysis performed, it has been shown that 
under the conditions tested, there is good repeatability in the temperature estimate 
with and without these corrections applied. 
Another seemingly obvious discovery was the importance of the EGR charge 
temperature sensor location for engines with by-pass cooling valves. Early Duramax 
engines equipped with EGR by-pass cooling valves have diagnostic thermocouples 
mounted out of range of the non-cooled flow. When by-passed the thermocouple in 
these instances provides readings that do not indicate the flow moving into the intake. 
Therefore, this model is not recommend for application on these early engines. It is 
critical that the sensor be located in a position that can measure both the EGR Cooler 
outlet gas temperature and the EGR Cooler By-Pass outlet gas temperature. In addition, 
the EGR fraction estimation is a recursive calculation, so it is a possible location for 
instability in the model. This may occur in such a situation, when the reading varies 
significantly from the actual flow into the intake. 
From PSR-173 (38) (eq. 20) we can see that it is difficult to estimate the EGR gas 
temperature over a range of operating conditions, but it would be beneficial to test the 
enhanced temperature estimates from the sensors against a more developed model of 
the EGR charge temperature. A theoretical model of both the CAC Outlet temperature 
and the EGR Outlet Temperature would allow for a more accurate calibration of the 
transfer function being used in the sensor enhancement estimates. Current 
implementation focused on the use of minimum controller resources, for 
implementation, but this does not preclude future validation with MVEM. 
Overall, the temperature estimate described by GM R&D and the model seen here both 
show a similar capability of reliably calculating an estimate for the intake manifold 
temperature. Unfortunately, a high degree of calibration may be necessary, depending 
on the accuracy desired in the estimate. A theoretical model of the heat transfer along 
the Duramax LML intake manifold would alleviate some of this calibration need, but 
given the complexity of the external intake manifold flow conditions, this would be 
difficult to implement. In addition, future design changes to the manifold would lead to 
offsets in the external heat transfer model, again necessitating calibration. 
As mentioned at the time of this report, there are several conditions that remain to be 
tested, mainly those relating to actual on vehicle testing. Based on the extent of 
research and testing performed to date, there is a high degree of confidence that 
calculating a consistent estimate of the intake manifold charge flow temperature 
without the explicit use of a directly mounted intake manifold temperature sensor is 
achievable. It is still necessary to calibrate the estimate for specific applications, and 
locations on the manifold. Further on vehicle testing is required to fully validate the 
model created, specifically, the impact of extreme variations in CAC Outlet temperature 
should be tested on the vehicle. 
Since future implementation of this model is directly applicable to the control of engine 
air charge flow estimation, checks have been implemented, such as the input of actual 
EGR valve position, and saturation limiters, to minimize the impact of out-of-range 
values, but these should not be consider fully robust at this point. The sensitivity of the 
overall intake cylinder charge flow oxygen estimate and MAF model of cylinder charge 
mass flow to the intake charge flow temperature algorithm developed in this model has 
been observed to be low, but should also be studied further before implementation. 
If it is possible to place one or multiple temperature sensors on the production engine 
to measure the intake charge flow temperature, it may still be desirable to implement 
the above algorithm as a diagnostic. Alternatively, where faster temperature response 
is needed, the model may be used as the primary estimate, where as the sensors 
become diagnostic/drift monitors to correct deviations over time due to EGR cooler 
fouling (31) or out-of-range algorithm estimates. 
In summary, the state estimation model of the intake manifold charge flow temperature 
using the fusion of existing production sensors on the Duramax LML Diesel engine was 
tested using model based design techniques in conjunction with rapid prototyping 
systems. Validation was performed using test cell instrumentation at General Motors 
Global Powertrain Headquarters in Pontiac, Ml and the final model was presented and 
approved by the Diesel Combustion and Emissions Control group, with oversight by the 
Powertrain Product Development group, and recommended for production in the 2015 
MY vehicle controllers. 
(15) 
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APPENDIX A 
DEVELOPMENT MODEL INPUTS: 
AFS_dmSens - Mass Air Flow 
VeEPSR_n_Lores - Engine Speed 
VeFULC_V_FuelReq - Fuel Request 
Airp_plntkVUs - Intake Manifold Air Pressure 
Air_tCACDs - Charge Air Cooler Outlet Temperature 
Air_tEGRCIr2Ds - EGR Cooler Outlet Temperature 
Eng_Cool_temp - Engine Coolant Temperature 
ECU_EGRVPOST_PCT EGR Valve Position 
AirflowCorr - Vehicle Speed* 
AirflowCorr2 - Cooling Fan Speed/Mode of Operation* 
integrated but not currently being utilized 
PRIMARY DEVELOPMENT MODEL OUTPUTS: 
Tcharge - Intake Manifold Charge Flow Temperature (°C) 
TchargeK - Intake Manifold Charge Flow Temperature (K) 
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VeEITR_r_Airfrac - Estimated intake air charge fraction 
VeEITR_r_EGRFrac - Estimated intake EGR charge fraction 
VeEITR_dm_lntaketotal - Estimated Total Mass Charge Flow 
DEVELOPMENT MODEL CALIBRATION PARAMETERS: 
Act Sens Time Cnstl = Charge Air Cooler Temperature Sensor Time Constant 
Act Sens Time Cnst2 = EGR Cooler Temperature Sensor Time Constant 
CAC TC Vector for CAC Temperature sensor Time Constant Variation with Flow 
EGR TC - Vector for EGR Temperature sensor Time Constant Variation with flow 
V d isp- Engine Displacement (L) 
R - Ideal Gas Constant 
EGRFracV- Vector for EGR Fraction Range 
RVarV-Ideal Gas Constant 1-D Lookup Table Based on EGR Fraction 
KnEITC V VolMetricCalBY- Volumetric Efficiency Fuel Flow Vector 
KnEITC n VolMetricCalBX-Volumetric Efficiency Engine Speed Vector 
KtEITC r VolMetricCall - 2-D Volumetric Efficiency Table based on Fuel and 
Speed 
FuelSpeed - 2-D Table Used for Temperature Correction Based on Fuel and 
Speed 
Mass Flow = Vector for Mass Flow Range 
First Order Lag Coeff- 1-D Lookup Table for First Order Lag Filter based on 
Mass Flow 
Veh Speed-Vehicle Speed Correction Vector 
Cool Temp Coef ID - 1-D Lookup Table for Coolant Temperature Correction 
based on Mass Flow 
Coolant Temperature Coefficient - 2-D Lookup Table Utilizing Mass Flow and 
Vehicle Speed for coolant correction 
APPENDIX B 
ADDITIONAL EVALUATION AND TESTING 
The figures below represent some of the variability in testing and estimating the 
temperature as discovered over the course of the charge flow temperature model 
development. 
Figure 27: Measured Right Bank Intake manifold Temperature (Purple) vs. Time and Corrected Estimated 
Intake Manifold Temperature (Yellow) 
Figure 28: Calculated Temperature vs. Measured Temperature with Changing R 
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Figure 29: Calculated Temperature vs. Measured Temperature with Fixed R (287) 
Figure 28 and Figure 29 show calculated temperatures for the Intake manifold 
temperature as compared to the measured. For both figures, there was zero EGR 
recirculation. 
Figure 30: Tmix Temperature Estimation 
Figure 30 shows the measured left bank intake temperature measurement (blue) as 
compared to the original (pink) and enhanced (yellow) temperature estimations. In 
Figure 31: Tcharge Temperature Estimation, the corrected value is shown after a 
correction for cooling and a lag filter. The unfiltered Tmix is being used for the recursive 
calculation. 
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Figure 31: Tcharge Temperature Estimation 
Figure 31 shows the measured left bank intake temperature measurement (blue) as 
compared to the original estimate of Tmix (pink) and the corrected calculated Tcharge 
estimate(yellow). In this case, the Tcharge component is being used for the recursive 
calculation. From this point, the model was further developed by the following criteria: 
o Find Temperature time constants from step response (~7-8 seconds on EGR) 
o Develop Lead-Lag Filter coefficients 
o Sensitivity Analysis -Effects of Drift on P,M,T, gamma 
o Intake Mass Flow - volumetric flow rates (estimate volume) vs. speed 
o Fan operation set points 
o EGR off Operation Flag (Sanity Check) 
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Figure 32: Comparison of Charge Temperature and MAF 
Figure 32 shows a comparison of Intake Charge Temperature with correction (yellow) 
and the original charge temperature estimate (pink) and the measured charge 
temperature (blue). The lower graph of Figure 32 shows the MAF as read from the 
sensor. 
MANIFOLD PRESSURE 
Figure 33: Estimated Charge Temperature and Intake Manifold Pressure 
Figure 33 shows the coolant corrected intake charge temperature (Top Yellow) and the 
measured intake charge flow (Top Pink) over the Intake Manifold Pressure (Bottom 
Yellow) 
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Figure 34: Zoomed ECT and MAP 
Figure 34 is similar to Figure 33, however it has been zoomed to a smaller period to 
better illustrate the relationship between estimate and measurement. 
MAF 
Figure 35: Estimated Charge Temperature and Mass Air Flow 
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Figure 35 shows the coolant corrected intake charge temperature (Top Yellow) and the 
measured intake charge flow (Top Pink) over the Mass Air Flow (Bottom Yellow) 
Figure 36: Estimated Charge Temperature and Mass Air Flow 
Figure 36 is similar to Figure 35, however it has been zoomed to a smaller period to 
better illustrate the relationships. 
EGR TEMPERATURE 
Figure 37: Calculated Charge Flow Temperature (Top Yellow), overlaid onto Measured Charge Flow 
Temperature (Top Pink) and EGR Temperature (Bottom Yellow) 
Figure 37 shows an estimate of the actual charge flow temperature vs. the measured 
intake manifold charge flow temperature over a portion of a test cycle. In this instance, 
the measured EGR temperature is shown on a second chart for reference. 
AIR TEMPERATURE 
Figure 38: Calculated Charge Flow Temperature (Top Yellow), overlaid onto Measured Charge Flow 
Temperature (Top Pink) and CAC Out Temperature (Bottom Yellow) 
Figure 38 is similar to Figure 37 but shows the relatively constant outlet temperature 
from the charge air cooler. 
REGENERATION RESULTS 
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Figure 39: Calculated Temp (Top Yellow), Measured LB and RBTemp (Top Blue, Top Purple), Measured 
Intake Temp (Top Red), and MAF (Bottom Yellow) vs. Time 
The estimation algorithm was compared to data gathered from a long steady state 
regen cycle. Figure 39 shows good agreement in the steady state condition at a MAF of 
approximately 137 g/s using a MAF vs. coolant correction table of: 
Mass_Flow = 
[0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130140 150 160 170 250 300]; 
Cool_Temp_Coef_lD= 
[0.3,0.3,0.3,0.3,1.0,1.0,1.0,0.7,0.5,0.5,0.4,14,14,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.6,0.5,0.3,0.3]; 
There is poor agreement at the beginning of the cycle, but also poor agreement 
between the measured values as well. 
Figure 40: Estimated Charge Flow temperature (Top Yellow), Measured Intake Temperature (Top Purple and 
Blue), and EGR Outlet Temp (Top Red) vs. Time and MAF vs. Time (Bottom Yellow) 
As seen in Figure 40 above, there is good agreement in the models until the EGR 
temperature falls of unexpectedly. The temperature underestimates, even with flow 
and cooling corrections. 
Figure 40 comes from the 10_0519_TranSeq_ElT6F4_4AP_53346 EGR Step Run. The 
inconsistency occurs when the EGR is at 35-45% open. 
Figure 41: Estimated Charge Flow temperature (Top Yellow), Measured Intake Temperature (Top Purple and 
Blue), and EGR Outlet Temp (Top Red) vs. Time and MAF vs. Time (Bottom Yellow) 
Figure 41 is similar to Figure 40; however, the data set is from 
10_0519_TranSeq_ElT6F4_4AP_53346 EGR step run. The inconsistency seen in Figure 
40 does not occur in this run; however, a small spike is still visible. This spike is 
corrected later as seen in Figure 53and Figure 55. 
STEP INPUT TESTING 
A small section of steady state input data was extracted from the engine test cycle 
recording: 10_0519_TranSeq_ElT6F4_4AP_53346. A snapshot in time was taken when 
the cycle was operating in a stable steady state condition. The data points were then 
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duplicated for a sufficient interval to evaluate a step input. The results of these tests are 
seen on the next page. 
MAF Step Input: 
Figure 42:100 kg/hr MAF Step Input 
Figure 42 shows a step input for the MAF, holding all other signals constant. The figure 
shows the Estimated Intake Temperature (Top Yellow), the original estimate (Top 
Purple) and the constant measurement (Top Blue) for reference. The bottom chart 
shows the MAF response (bottom yellow). 
An offset in the MAF will yield a constant shift in the estimated temperature, assuming 
no change in other parameters. In this instance, an increase in airflow yields a decrease 
in estimated temperature. 
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Engine Speed Step Input: 
Figure 43: 500 RPM Step Input 
Figure 43 shows a step input for the engine speed, holding all other signals constant. 
The figure shows the Estimated Intake Temperature (Top Yellow), the original estimate 
(Top Purple) and the constant measurement (Top Blue) for reference. The bottom chart 
shows the RPM response from 2000 to 2500 (bottom yellow). 
An offset in the RPM will yield a constant shift in the estimated temperature, assuming 
no change in other parameters. In this instance, an increase in engine speed yields an 
increase in estimated temperature. This is expected, since no other variables are being 
changed. In an actual test, the engine speed would yield an increase in MAF, which 
would have a lowering effect on the temperature as seen in Figure 42. 
Fuel Step Input: 
Figure 44:40mm3 Fuel Step Input 
Figure 44 shows a step input for fuel, holding all other signals constant. The figure 
shows the Estimated Intake Temperature (Top Yellow), the original estimate (Top 
Purple) and the constant measurement (Top Blue) for reference. The bottom chart 
shows the fuel response from 62.5 to 102.5 (bottom yellow). 
An offset in the Fuel will yield a constant shift in the estimated temperature, assuming 
no change in other parameters. In this instance, an increase in fuel increases the 
estimated temperature. 
MAP Step Input: 
Figure 45: lOOOhPa MAP Step Input 
Figure 45 shows a step input for MAP, holding all other signals constant. The figure 
shows the Estimated Intake Temperature (Top Yellow), the original estimate (Top 
Purple) and the constant measurement (Top Blue) for reference. The bottom chart 
shows the MAP response from 1911 hPa to 2911 hPa (bottom yellow). 
An offset in the MAP will yield a constant shift in the estimated temperature, assuming 
no change in other parameters. In this instance, an increase in MAP increases the 
temperature estimates to near identical levels. 
CAC Outlet Air Temperature Step Input: 
Figure 46: 30°C CAC Outlet Air Temperature Step Input 
Figure 46 shows a step input for CAC Outlet Air Temperature, holding all other signals 
constant. The figure shows the Estimated Intake Temperature (Top Yellow), the original 
estimate (Top Purple) and the constant measurement (Top Blue) for reference. The 
bottom chart shows the CAC Outlet Air Temperature Step Input response from 35°C to 
65 °C (bottom yellow). 
An offset in the CAC Outlet Air Temperature yields a large temporary offset in the 
estimated temperature, followed by a return to a small constant offset. 
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In the original estimate, the offset is smaller initially, and takes less time to stabilize. In 
this instance, an increase in CAC Outlet Air Temperature yields an increase in the 
estimated charge flow temperature. 
EGR Cooler Outlet Air Temperature Step Input: 
Figure 47:30°C EGR Cooler Outlet Air Temperature Step Input 
Figure 47 shows a step input for EGR Cooler Outlet Air Temperature, holding all other 
signals constant. The figure shows the Estimated Intake Temperature (Top Yellow), the 
original estimate (Top Purple) and the constant measurement (Top Blue) for reference. 
The bottom chart shows the EGR Cooler Outlet Air Temperature Step Input response 
from 200°C to 230 °C (bottom yellow). 
Similar to the CAC Cooler Outlet Step Input response, the EGR Cooler Outlet Step Input 
response yields a large temporary offset followed by a small constant offset overtime. 
The original estimate is quicker to stabilize. In this instance, an increase of 20°C yields a 
slight increase in the charge flow temperature estimation. 
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Engine Coolant Temperature Step Input: 
Figure 48:30°C Engine Coolant Temperature Step Input 
Figure 48 shows a step input for Engine Coolant Temperature, holding all other signals 
constant. The figure shows the Estimated Intake Temperature (Top Yellow), the original 
estimate (Top Purple) and the constant measurement (Top Blue) for reference. The 
bottom chart shows the Engine Coolant Temperature Step Input response from 90.55°C 
to 120.55 °C (bottom yellow). 
There is a constant offset because of the engine coolant temperature step input, as 
expected in the new estimate, but no change in the old estimate. This is expected, since 
the original estimate does not include a factor for coolant temperature effects on intake 
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charge temperature. In this instance, an increase of 30°C in coolant temperature yields 
a rise from 68°C to 82°C in the estimated intake charge flow temperature. 
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FTP72 Cycle and Steady State Analysis 
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Figure 49: FTP Cycle Analysis of EGR Fraction vs. Charge Flow Temperature 
Figure 49 shows a rough correlation between the intake manifold EGR charge fraction 
and the overall temperature in the intake manifold over a typical FTP cycle. In general, 
as the EGR flow rate increases, the total combustion flame temperature goes down due 
to a decrease in available oxygen. (39) The intake manifold temperature goes up 
however, as the EGR temperature remains higher than the fresh air charge. 
EGR Air Fraction vs. Temperature 
y = p l * x A l + p2 
Coefficients: 
p i = 62.118 
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p2 = 57.745 
Norm of residuals = 
676.33 
Figure 50: FTP Cycle Analysis of Air Fraction vs. Charge Flow Temperature 
Figure 50 shows a rough correlation between the decrease in overall intake manifold 
temperature and the increase in overall fresh air charge flow. 
Air Fraction vs. Temperature 
y = pl*xA2 + p2*xAl + 
p3 
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Coefficients: 
p i = 32.812 
p2 =-113.53 
p3 = 139.49 
Norm of residuals = 
672.79 
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Figure 51: Measured Mass Flow vs. Estimated Charge Flow Temperature 
Measured Mass Flow vs. Estimated Charge Flow Temperature (X data has been scaled 
and centered) 
y = pl*xA3 + p2*xA2 + 
p3*xAl + p4 
Coefficients: 
p i = -0.40514 
p2 = 2.6419 
p3 = -5.9274 
p4 = 68.399 
Norm of residuals = 
918.01 
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Figure 52: MAF vs. Calculated Charge Flow Mass 
Figure 52 shows the fresh air charge mass flow against the calculated total charge mass 
flow over a standard FTP cycle. The lack of outlying points indicates that the model is 
stable in calculating the estimated charge mass flow, and thus the EGR fraction during 
the cycle. 
y = pl*xAl + p2 
Coefficients: 
pi = 0.98115 
p2 = -9.4822 
Norm of residuals = 
865.4 
Figure 53: Spike in Estimated Temperature Graph vs. Measured Temperatures 
Figure 53 shows the result of a poorly calibrated coolant temperature vs. MAF table; 
smoothing the table eliminated the spike. 
Figure 54: 'mdottmix' vs. time and EGR Fraction vs. time for EGR Step Run 2 
Figure 54 shows an observed point of inflection on the enhanced temperature model 
(top yellow) for the 'mdottmix' signal output and the lack of a pronounced inflection for 
the original (top purple). The bottom graph shows the effect on the EGR air fraction for 
both the original (bottom purple) and the enhanced (bottom yellow). 
Figure 55: EGR Step without Spike 
Figure 55 shows a test run without the spike, or inflection seen in Figure 41. The top 
chart shows the three measured temperatures and the estimated temperature (yellow) 
over a steady state test. 
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Figure 56: Steady State Step Input Analysis 
Figure 57: Comparison of Estimates and Mass Flow 
Figure 57 above shows a preliminary calibration for the temperature estimate, plotted 
against the mass flow. The primary estimate is the yellow line seen in the top chart. It 
is calibrated first with the coolant temperature and mass flow rate. 
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Figure 58: Estimated Charge Temperature and Measured Intake Manifold Temperature in Three Positions 
Figure 58 above shows the estimated Charge Temperature (Yellow) and the measured 
temperatures (Red, Light blue, and Purple) plotted over two identical intervals. The plot 
shows good convergence and repeatability for the first and repeated third step. At the 
second and fourth steps the repeatability response is similar, however temperature is 
being overestimated compared to one and three. 
Figure 59: EGR Valve Position Check Correction of Temperature 
Figure 59 shows the result of implementing the EGR valve actual position correction, to 
reset the EGR fraction on a simple test code. 
Figure 60: Estimated Temperature and Measured Temperature over section of FTP72 
Figure 60 shows the same calibration used in Figure 59 but over a different run cycle. 
Over this cycle, there is a positive offset in the calibration over the baseline test. The 
yellow line is the estimate, while the purple indicates the measured intake manifold 
temperature. The offset is nearly 20°C for this case. 
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Figure 61: Estimated and Measured Temperatures including Left and Right Bank Sensors 
Figure 61 is similar to Figure 60 however; it includes the additional measurements taken 
in the left and right banks of the intake manifold. 
Figure 62: FTP72 Corrected Charge Air Temperature Estimation 
Figure 62 shows a section of the FTP cycle for charge air temperature estimation after 
applying a correction for engine speed and fuel request. 
The standard deviation of the Enhanced Temperature Difference of measured sensors 
and estimated temperature can be seen in the highlighted sample output below for 
various cycle runs. 
Calibration: TemplntData_080510Jnit 
Model: tempintk_080510 
With updated simulation calibration: 
For MAF Run 1: 
» std(yout) 
ans = 
Columns 1 through 11 
57.1255 0.1294 0.1465 
19.0252 56.5060 
Columns 12 through 20 
0.5707 0.1889 4.7311 
For 02 Run 1: 
» std(yout) 
ans = 
Columns 1 through 11 
62.6165 0.0931 0.0931 
8.4623 61.7701 
Columns 12 through 20 
0.1462 0.1845 2.8572 
For 02 Run 2: 
» std(yout) 
ans = 
Columns 1 through 10 
61.8684 0.0929 0.0929 17.0817 14.1435 5.9944 7.4500 5.0542 6.1064 
7.7861 
Columns 11 through 20 
61.0494 0.1422 0.2154 2.9272 15.4124 17.6183 5.0542 5.6883 5.9646 
11.2595 
For MAF Run 2 
» std(yout) 
ans = 
Columns 1 through 10 
25.2087 14.6590 6.8010 8.6978 14.4388 17.3777 
17.5583 25.4710 14.4388 10.7535 10.0691 9.4520 
17.5084 14.0247 5.7642 7.2912 5.1818 6.2645 
15.6099 18.0173 5.1818 5.1408 5.8850 10.8937 
71.0332 0.1225 0.1419 22.4274 14.0425 6.8108 8.8039 7.5421 8.6066 
17.8814 
Columns 11 through 20 
70.1413 0.5647 0.2621 3.0499 16.9357 22.4274 7.5421 6.3884 7.1079 
10.6646 
Figure 63: Charge Temperature Estimation with Enhanced Sensor Readings 
Figure 63 shows the estimate of the charge flow temperature with overlays for the 
enhanced sensor measurements from the three temperature sensors outfitted on the 
test engine. This late test showed very good estimation. 
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Figure 64: Measured Thermocouple RMS Difference at Various Cold Start Conditions 
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Figure 65: Variation in RMS of Measured Thermocouple Difference over repeated FTP Cycles 
Figure 64 and Figure 65 show the root mean square (RMS) of the difference between 
the intake manifold temperature sensor, and the average of the left and right bank 
intake manifold temperature sensors. In Figure 64, the RMS is taken over three 
separate cold start tests, two with a measured engine coolant inlet temperature of 33°C 
and one with a measured inlet coolant temperature of 39°C. In Figure 65 the RMS of six 

n A 
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repeated FTP cycles is overlaid onto the three separate cold start cycles. The offsets 
seen between the cycles are minimal, and most of the lag observed is apparent due to 
the method of display above, not because of actual physical offsets. It can be seen that 
as the engine coolant temperature rises, the variation in the intake manifold RMS 
becomes less. Cold Start emissions form a very important part of total vehicle 
emissions, one study on these emissions, particularly for Diesel engines and the effect of 
intake air charge temperature is seen in (40). 
APPENDIX C 
LITERATURE RESOURCE REVIEW 
Fig.(3): The increase in inlet charge heat 
capacities at various mass percent of EGR 
for the temperature range of diesel combustion 
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Figure 66: Inlet Charge Specific Heat from SAE 971660 (41) 
Figure 66 is reprinted here from SAE 971660 and shows the relatively close specific heat 
capacity of different EGR mixtures in the intake manifold charge flow. 
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Figure 67: Variation of Sensor Time Constant with Flow Velocity from SAE983072 (34) 
Figure 67 is reproduced here from SAE983072 for convenience and shows an example of 
how the time constant of a thermocouple can vary with the flow rate. 
SENSOR TIME CONSTANT: 
SAE2004-01-1418 (32)describes ways of calculating the time constants for the 
thermocouples, which allows for faster, more accurate temperature response 
measurement through sensor compensation. The paper focuses on a technique that 
requires two identical thermocouples to be placed in the same location. Since this is not 
the case for this study, an alternative method must be used. The paper does however, 
confirm that filtering methods must be employed during transients in order to 
distinguish real estimates from background noise. SAE2004-01-1418 (32) also makes 
the distinction that thermocouple time constants are dependent on the fluid flow 
characteristics, which are constantly changing in an ICE. 
As stated in SAE2008-01-1175 (37): (Which pulls the equation below from Whitaker, S., 
AICHE Journal, Vol. 18, Page 361,1972), reprinted here for convenience: 
The relationship between thermocouple relative error and 
the exhaust surface temperature and airflow rate is 
illustrated in figure 3. The convection heat transfer 
coefficient for air flow around a sphencal thermocouple 
junction is calculated at different air stream velocities 
using the following equation by Whitaker [7]: 
.Vz/ = 2 + (0.4Rc">Rc- ,)(Pr) ,4(-^-)'4 
Calibration for the coolant correction tables can be performed as described in (42), 
again reprinted here for reference: 
FromEITIk_ICT.pdf-
Calibration Information 
The following engine dynamometer tests should be run to calibrate the coolant temperature influence 
coefficient function 
Measure the exhaust gas temperature, intake air temperature, and engine coolant temperature during 
steady state operation at several air and EGR mass flows After the data is collected, it can be used to 
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calibrate KtEITI_K_ICT_CoolTemplnfluence Perform transient tests by changing air and EGR mass flows 
to determine the filter coefficient KtEITI_kJCT_ChargeTempFilt This will be used to calibrate the correct 
transient response 
APPENDIX D 
REFERENCE CALIBRATION TABLES 
The tables below are for reference when evaluating the initial model. They are not 
implied to be the actual correction values for any particular parameter, merely example 
tables that may be used for basic calibration and simulation. 
V_disp = 6.6; % Engine displacement volume = 6.6 liter 
R = 287; % Gas constant 
EGRFracV = [-1, 0, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.5, 0.6]; %EGR R Estimator Vector 
RVarV = [288, 287.323, 286.490, 285.506, 284.722, 283.651, 283.184, 283.067]; %Variable R Range 
% Volumetric Efficiency 
KnEITCJM/olMetricCalBY = [010 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 100110]; 
KnEITC_n_VolMetricCalBX = [600 80010001200140016001800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 3800]; 
KtEITC_r_VolMetricCall = [ 
0.843 0.843 0.849 0.860 0.920 0.889 0.869 0.855 0.856 0.860 0.835 0.831 0.814 0.804 0.794 0.818 0.818 
0.836 0.839 0.848 0.857 0.875 0.886 0.878 0.857 0.873 0.864 0.859 0.838 0.831 0.809 0.798 0.798 0.798 
0.839 0.840 0.854 0.865 0.881 0.890 0.886 0.859 0.882 0.873 0.862 0.851 0.835 0.826 0.816 0.816 0.816 
0.840 0.841 0.861 0.881 0.887 0.896 0.887 0.873 0.886 0.880 0.872 0.866 0.852 0.841 0.830 0.830 0.830 
0.839 0.841 0.866 0.888 0.890 0.897 0.887 0.876 0.887 0.882 0.873 0.868 0.860 0.847 0.836 0.836 0.836 
0.833 0.841 0.861 0.886 0.885 0.892 0.884 0.879 0.889 0.885 0.873 0.873 0.863 0.850 0.841 0.841 0.841 
0.828 0.840 0.859 0.882 0.888 0.894 0.884 0.882 0.891 0.890 0.879 0.879 0.874 0.857 0.848 0.848 0.848 
0.826 0.840 0.855 0.872 0.886 0.896 0.883 0.883 0.884 0.881 0.872 0.870 0.866 0.859 0.849 0.849 0.849 
0.822 0.834 0.849 0.866 0.883 0.894 0.886 0.887 0.892 0.888 0.881 0.872 0.869 0.865 0.855 0.855 0.855 
0.822 0.834 0.845 0.872 0.883 0.890 0.885 0.886 0.892 0.884 0.877 0.868 0.866 0.860 0.850 0.850 0.850 
0.821 0.832 0.843 0.862 0.880 0.888 0.886 0.882 0.892 0.884 0.882 0.875 0.868 0.861 0.851 0.852 0.852 
0.819 0.830 0.839 0.857 0.877 0.886 0.887 0.882 0.888 0.881 0.877 0.874 0.866 0.856 0.848 0.848 0.848 
0.819 0.830 0.855 0.872 0.881 0.899 0.900 0.896 0.891 0.887 0.892 0.882 0.881 0.873 0.862 0.863 0.863 
0.819 0.830 0.855 0.871 0.881 0.899 0.900 0.900 0.887 0.886 0.878 0.877 0.872 0.864 0.854 0.855 0.855 
0.819 0.830 0.855 0.871 0.881 0.899 0.900 0.902 0.887 0.896 0.885 0.874 0.867 0.864 0.854 0.855 0.855 
0.819 0.830 0.855 0.871 0.880 0.899 0.900 0.904 0.884 0.882 0.885 0.880 0.868 0.873 0.863 0.855 0.855]; 
%Correction for Engine Speed and Fuel 
%KnEITC_V_VolMetricCalBY = [0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 100 110]; 
%KnEITC_n_VolMetricCalBX = [600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 
3400 3600 3800]; 
% Row: KnEITCJM/olMetricCalBY 
% Column: KnEITC ji_VolMetricCalBX 
FuelSpeed =[ 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.800 0.800 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.780 0.700 0.700 0.850 0.850 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.800 0.800 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.900 0.900 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 
0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.900 0.900 
]; 
%Vectors for Mass Flow and Vehicle Speed Corrections 
Mass_Flow =[0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 250 300 ]; 
%First_Order_Lag_Coeff 
First_Order_Lag_Coeff = 
[0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.05,0.05,0.05,0.05^ 
% Temperature Sensor Time Constant Correction 
CACJTC =[1.9 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ]; 
EGRJTC =[1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ]; 
%Cool_Temp_Coef_lD 
Cool_Temp_Coef_lD =[0.6,0.6,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4]; 
% Cooling Losses Correction Table -2D Table Used for on Vehicle Calibration Not Used in Cell 
]; 
Veh_Speed = [ 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 80 90 100 110 120]; 
% Row Index: Veh_Speed 
% Column Index: Mass_Flow 
%*NOTE TABLE MUCH LARGER THAN NEEDED AT PRESENT! 
Coolant_Temperature_Coefficient = [ 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4]; 
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ABSTRACT 
Tie Embry-Riddle H!yR±A* system is an innovative 
combination of power-split Hvbnd and Extended-Ran^e 
Electric Vehicle technologies. designed :o reduce petroleum 
energy consiumptioii sod improve vehicle eScuaey across a 
ranee- of onersrxs conditions on 3 captured GM fleet vehicle 
The KyPJEY system was developed for the EcoCAR Challenge 
md features a Jisii decree of vehicle electrification mcliidirf 
all electric accessories plug-m charging and electric all-whe-el-
dnxe through the integration of three electric motors. The 
proper psctosiug 3nd integration 0: components used x me 
EcoCA?. vehicle development process required 3 
comprehensive understandang cf element interaction from both 
£. s;auc (s/pace clam) axd ayuasmc (feasibility) s;atdpoxt. 
The research conducted ui mis compermon :s u=ed as a 
capstone project for a wide array of naa;ors. as well 3= Veins 
mre spared extensively m several courses m the form of projects 
and lectures. The ove-rall vehicle desisn requires expertise m 
mechanical *lecmcaL aerospace. cMiipiKe: software md 
controls engineering as well as mcorporanns human factors 
students into rhe failure modes and effects analysis The team is 
split into the different majors for organizational hierarchy 
however. there are many tasks ih3t require nauln±scsplin£ry 
ideas and experiences "to properly design 
The first year of EcoCA?. incorporated aa entirely 
virtual design. with the te3ms receiving hardware m year two 
The team is currently m year avo. and is assembling the 
physical csiuscMats of tbe vehicle. along ™ii tie controls 
archnecnire that will dnve the vehicle s power systems This 
6*5° b "niule" vehicle will l>e tested May 2010 a: &M"s Desert 
Provinz Grounds, located ix Yuma. Arizona 
INTRODUCTION _ 
Each c«: lT teams m EcoCAR were given the same 
ba>e platform GM Crossover SUV to redesign to be more fuel 
efficieut and achieve better emissions whilie maintaining or 
improving UJNUl the Stock performance- of the Vehicle. All 
des-ued powertrain and chassis modification ruust be within the 
confines of this base vehicle 
Desipi of the HyREV system 11 based on :he detailed 
analysis of a team of students supervised by both university 
facility advisors aud a combination of support from rhe 
Arsoune icanonal Laboratory (A>1L) or2amz«ers and 
competition sponsors Each team as aLso ussisxed industry 
mentors from several of the sponsors including GM. The 
Midword, atd X a^tiona/. Instruments The program is 
supported over a Three year design cycle taat emphasizes 
separate major goals, m each of the individual years 
The first year provided the basis for the architecture 
selection and vehicle platform via extensive simulation and 
CAD desisn. The second year is primarily 511 assembly and 
poT.venram control and development tes>rmg stage The third 
year wiJl focus on conrol and aercdyuaiaiic opthmza.non. and 
weight reduction. 
The competition is a sradent driven one with a focus 
on not ony vehicle design but on preparing students to -enter 
:be automotive and automotive *uppor xriusmes Musiry 
standard tools, software and design practices are all employed 
to allow for an easy transition into the workplace, where the 
sponsors beaefi: ^ m have sew employees already named aud 
familiar with their operations. In addraon, sponsor mentors 
£rom GM. XI etc. allow for unparalleled access to expert 
ad\ice on component use. system-level desisn and sofrware 
tronbleshootuiE. 
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VEHICLE DESIGN 
Tke HyRZY design differs front many of the lurreur 
otteruigs in production n}t3nd veuices However, it shoind fce 
noted :hat 'his is :• prototype design, and as such, some of the 
aiaiufacturins technicnies. materials ised. md hardware 
integrated *re not currently cost effective, and therefore would 
have to be substantially reduced before such a vehicle could so 
intc production, ^ome ol tms would be covered ty an economy 
of scale. but the major focus cf the comperiiou is not to 
Hevplnn ^ p**nHnrrr>vi V A W A fnr f?\f IVIT rarl'o- TO p^v.'P fl*a* 
several hybrid vehicle powerrraii! concepts would be feasible. 
boa from a fuel economy standpoint and a utility standpoint. 
and to educate stuoeuts mtlie tarcware aid industry practices. 
Table 1: B y R E V Vahicla Technical Spociftc.irbn 
Accel 0-dO 
Arcel 50-70 
Fuel Economy 
Gasol.ue Equivalent 
1 Electric P^nre 
Full Tank Caarge 
Ranse | Towing Capacity 
1 Cargo Capiciry 
£.7 
5.3 
3 7 7 mpg 
2C aiilet 
320 miles 
630 kg 
:c 5 ft' 
Tcbie 1 lists some of :h= vehicle technical 
«p«HfirarrrK ff»r lI'P r * y " " V v* l i - "p T>* .iavij j i FnaU c>- TIP 
c012.per.ri01. focus 3n a deiigu ±3* obtain. higher fuel economy 
and lower emisdoni, ivhile riaintaintng the utility aud 
perrormance or a :onveuaonal vehicle. This means ma: while 
:he vehicle has an electric range of 20 miles 3nd a significantly 
"richer fiip' »r&mmy p S ^ ™P? *"«•*) ir Vcr* <H1 I M K * 
passengers can ton-, accelerate rapidly, fh a significant jniount 
of cargo, tnd drive SCO- miles on a full tank unlike many 
current nycnd and electric venicie model sn die market. 
flAPSTONF nFSI^N 
Tie EcoCA?. project represents the cef.mrive final 
des.sn. 01 "capstone", project for student engineers. IT 
incorporates numerous leixned <2iscipjnes over me academic 
career of the students in order to safely aid correctly deugn the 
vonoufi v^aicl© sab ivstaaLi. Ths proj«c: raqiriras n-n only 
mechanical design but alio electrical- ccntrols. human factors. 
and aerodmamic design as well, and is thus suitable fo: many 
of he majors to use the pro;ec: for their respective degree 
reqiiremeats. 
Tito proice: is as clo«o to a "roal-world" pro;act at can 
be expected- with many Df the ixexp-ecied problems. delays, 
personnel issues that are found in my engmeenu? industry. The 
coixpenaoL sets ieliverable deadlines which determine the 
team's milrstones, and subsequently the success or failure of 
the ;Tudt=n:s' v.-oii: .Vs in the real wsrld. foclmc to meet 
necessary milestones can Lave se;eie consequences. The team 
alsc has to deal with the logistics o: component procurement 
and delivery. De3l.ng wi:i OUT of stock or delayed components 
is acommen but r«=al challenge that must >e overcome. 
Tnlike most of the current capstone projects at the 
university. this pro;ea goes beyosd simple design and 
documentation. ;<ox only is mere a vigcrous design component 
bit the design has to suit a third party 0: judges with a 
specified design report format. This cesign ttien needs to be 
implemented, with the various subsystems being paysically 
brilt. integrated and tested. This test \ehicle will then need x> 
ce renneH and cptmnzed to mmnuze tne perrormance ol Eie 
vehicle. This will happtn over the corpse 0: :hree years with 
v s r n m rp:.?cr r^am* r ^an f in f ppnplp nvpr TIP roirrxp r»f rhp 
competition as people graduate This necessitates hign-cualiry 
documentation. Thich allows frr ±e easy trausition from ose 
year to tue next. 
As stated, the project rould rrquire numerovs majois 
workais on tSi* orojoci. u*hirh 1; anotLar iiziLiicont i^panui-a 
from other projects Instead of a cap;tone that only use oae 
disciphne, EcoCA?. ma*es use 0: numerous students working 
tcgether. relying on one another, and solving the problems that 
p!ay to rheir respecd\*» strengths. This forces the team co 
approach prob!*5ru from aivldpU ancUs to «n;iir« that 
problems aren't overlooled firon a particular disciphne 
TEAM ORGANIZATION 
The Team is split into 3 mam design Tacks, is shown 
:u r i z u j ; 1. Eccli of those croups has a Icadci that :s 
responsitle for the? decisions and progress made under him cr 
her. There is also an Outreach and Business aspecr to the 
project, which iarvolves community invDlvemeu and educanox 
which also has is own group fe3der Finally, there is a Team 
Lsad<ar and C^-Ieaiu Loader, who aid th« final word :n all 
design decisions able to even override the group leacs These 
leaden are usually senior or graduate level s-.ideuts with the 
most experience in the project. This ensures that no oie groip 
cm make desigz. decisions thai can hinder the other divisions 
fcr tiacir own coia_ 
This checks and balances system is iurthered by the 
inclusion of a facility advisory board that meers with the team 
aid group leaders often This board :=. composed of i faculty 
member from mechanical elecrrical, aerospace, software, and 
computet encmciriag. ai wel l o; an cnrhiccrinc physirisr. -Vny 
decisions that affect more thin one group ire reviewed to 
determine the level of ue effects, and whether another, more 
mutual solution can be found. This allows all groups to voice 
their coicerns. as well as having the cpuiions of tie 
experienced faculty. 
This checks and balances system is furthered by the 
inclusion of a faculty advisory board that meets with the team 
aid group leaders often This board ii composed o: i faculty 
member from mechanical, electrical, aerospace, software, and 
computet en^metrmr. ai wel l x. i n enrineerins: pLysiziar. Any 
decisions that affect more thvn one group ire reviewed to 
determine the ievei of 'he effetts, and whether another, more 
mutual solution can be found. This allows all groups to voice 
their concerns, as well 3s having the opinions of the 
experienced fac-.ilry. 
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Figure 1: Team Organization Chart 
Toe Mechanical Group is primari.y in charge of the 
yh>bi.al nvKlcljife vf die venule. buib djnauiicall) aid 
geometrically, as well as tbe eventual assembly and xiegrat.on 
or me velncle. The mechanica. team works vita a human 
factois group tiat is helping .vith ergozosiics anc hazvd 
rmtigaaon. in addition, powertrain integration aid refinement. 
as well as xeighr reduction and lerodynarmc optimization. v/ill 
ail oe namied oy the mechanical team, I his represents the 
largest percentage of the teini. bat it is also responsible for the 
largest ponon o: the worK to t>e done. 
The Electrical Group is primarily m charge of the 
modeling of the high voltage system in tie vesicle, and are 
responsible for the assembly and wiring of the battery pack for 
the vehicle, which is easily the single most complex, expensive, 
and dangerous component on the vehicle. The modules beng 
used are donated; however the enclosure, wiring scLemar.cs. 
and safety systems are all being custom designed by the team. 
Also, the ectremely high vchage represents a huge danger, bnth 
to the vehicle and its systems, as veil as any students or 
potential drivers. So while this group seems to have the least 
assigned tc them, the danger. and therefore zeauixed safe hazud 
mitigation and redundancy, makes this in equally critical 
rronwmAin of rh* t*w% 
The Controls Group is in charge of arguably the most 
difficile a;pact of tho prcjoct, whici is rho vahicle conrol 
system. This task reqiires not oily logic that must be designed 
nw*A cndlciily refined, bur also reoiiircs eke ability to icfcly. 
accurately, anc rapidly communicate with all of the 
component of the vehicle. Dae to the complexity of rho 
system. coupled with tbe lecessary electrical aid mechanical 
backgrounds required to properly infcrpxci the systesi inputs 
and outputs. this grnup has tie mnst trouble finding and 
^laiaias meiuUii* iv nutb ua «.. New bludeul* lu llie piuje*. 
cannct immedinely stan wording on tie control system 
because of this, as well as the sensitivity of tie control .ogic :o 
» e a alight .hanger, ubiih van alike uiedunaied changes linu 
into m.ge time losses in order to find and correct the misake. 
Each of these groups has their own resoecme tasts 
assigned to them the most important of wlich are shown .n 
rigure 1. iUs merarcny is renewed ana updated is tne project 
progresses, with new people enteritg leadership roles as 
necessary, along with tasK being addei or removed based on 
design and sssemMy progress. This overall berarcny albws for 
ootn Edependem leadership am progress tor e'acn or tie 
group-, while ensuring that tbe cveral. focus and goal of the 
competition is no- lost, whica fits with the desire to use system 
engineering techniques to manage the project 
One of he pals of the EcoCAR competition is :o 
adapt the 3x>ad-to-L4b-to-Math mentality. Industry vehicle 
design is moving away from building expensive and time 
consuming prototypes to just test to perfection, and moving 
towards developing more lab and math based designs. For this 
reason the first year of the competition is all design, with a 
focus on software and hardware in-me-loop (SIL. HIL) Using 
this design philosophy vehicle design time can be taken from 
decades to years. 
Th* ream rniKicrc of csirienrc nf varyri^ |pi*eU ftf 
invoivHuenr. Some students are working on :he project for ftn 
and rh» expariocsa that COSMS veiii it. whiU como aro u:ing tho 
project for engineermg elecive credits. For use :-s a cipstoie 
pcojoc:. this pepes will focus oa those i-udcnis thar are vorku-c 
on their respective senior design projects, wheh represent more 
complex tosss thca tho;e tha: are essicned to other students 
MECHANICAL OROUP 
The Mechanical Group seniors are ptedomnately 
tis&ed with de^ igi&ius luujpouenu ilui Lave niiiuil 
requirements that much be met. All components, especially 
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those that are replacing structures on the stock vehicle, must 
meet strict design criteria (1.5 FS). This forces tbe students to 
not only perform FEA on any pans they design, but to also 
document their design for tbe purposes of design waivers and 
compeation design reports. An excerpt from the team's rear 
cradle waiver is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2: Rear Cradle Mounting Cross Member 
Preliminary FEA with Loading Conditions 
The students are also assembling the entire vehicle m 
CAD to ensure that all components will have am appropriate 
space claim, taking into account clearances and work space. 
This is important, as it allows the different design groups to 
look at the -completed' vehicle while making design changes, 
reducing the chances of invalid redesign. This virtual vehicle is 
constantly referenced for alternative designs, especially as 
design flaws come to light as the project progresses. The 
Electrical Storage System (ESS) assembly CAD can be seen in 
FigureS. 
Figure 3: ESS Assembly 
The vehicle was virtually modeled during: the first year 
of the competition using the Powertrain Systems Analysis 
Toollcit (PSAT). which required extensive experience with 
MATLAB and Simulink. Using mis tool, the team was able to 
rapidly prototype several possible powertrain architectures. 
These analyses provided potential performance specifications. 
such as top speed. 0-60 time, energy use. and fuel economy. 
Very coarse models were developed for all possible design 
configurations, determined by the donated components. 
competition rules and requirements, and the team's estimated 
budget. These designs were then ranked based on several of the 
performance aspects that competition scoring would be based 
on. 
Table 2: Architecture Decision Matrix 
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The three most promising architectures were men 
refined in PSAT to be more accurate, along with testing 
different control algorithms, battery sizes, and driving 
conditions. The architectures were also run through AXL's 
GREET model to estimate the Well-To-Wheels (WTW) 
greenhouse gas (OHO) emission; and petroleum energy usage 
(PEU). These detailed analyses were more complex, and 
required more time to both develop and analyze, with the result 
being much more accurate performance specifications. These 
models were then ranked again using the same decision matrix 
to determine the teams desired architecture, as shown ix Table 
1. It should be noted that the architecture chosen in year one is 
set and unable to be changed for the remainder of the 
competition. 
ELECTRICAL GROUP 
The Electrical Group seniors are primarily in charge of 
designing the High Power Electrical System (HPES). including 
tbe ESS design. They also help advise the mechanical and 
controls groups on the operation and performance 
characteristics of the electrical systems. 
The HPES design maximizes safety and serviceability 
while optimizing wiring geometry for the GM --Mode 
Transmission (TRANS) and the electric Rear Wheel Drive 
system (eRWD). The HPES consists of die ESS, a Manual 
Isolation Switch (MIS), a Disconnect and Distr.bution 
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Enclosure QDE). a Plug-In Charge Controller (?CQ, DC DC 
converter (JJCUC), am tne hmergency Disconnect bvsteni 
(EDSVS). 
Will e.v.«piiua uf ibeiuuUUoi* u. die ESS. iLe KP5S 
design encloses all HV switchng and safety components in tie 
DDE. This simplifies tvirinc opolocy and helps assure safety. 
The geomeay of DDE placement eliminates exposed xrirmg :o 
HIP A P W D rnntmito and mimTH7»t r>th*r repriced triTwg mm 
Figure 4 shows the simplified wiring schematic for the HPES, 
encompassing the energy storage system aid disconnect 
enclosure 
ftATT 
PIT 
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IRDH 
1 
n 
i-1 
EMC 
RAD 
CKTl 
| Rfcf) 
Fig t i e 4. HFEi Simplified Wiling Si brum I u 
Ths IIPEO system combines selection of cos^poneuts 
with a design ma: implement! a rute-cotrpliant. safe. reliable 
and highly fiirrrinnal wrprn for rrsrufiPTrng eUrttic* e iwry 
between electrical druecrain and energy storage elements. 
Safety is assured throigh ccreful matching of wire, fuses. 
switching components and materials and ty app.ying a wiring 
topology that eliminates unnecessarily exposed HV conductors. 
Component selection las taken into account thermal and 
electromagnetic compatibility issues to mjiinuzr or eliminate 
problems with me high power system mtegratioa and control. 
The design concept selected also takes into account tie 
spe^idi&ed safety iua*iJeiatiias uf the emeigej.^> dhiuuue.i 
and manual isolation systems. 
Development of the ESS is a large part of the project 
plan for the vehicle. The tasks required to realize the ESS 
inr lw* rtwwlnpinf a rlpugr hiilrbrif a high vnlrig* work ar«i 
developing safety procedures, trainiig. nanufacturing. 
assembly azd testng. Tie ESS design for the vehicle iitegrates 
4 of he A123 22S2P modules in series to yie.d a 12.9kWh 
energy' storage capacity at 330V nemmai The pack is water 
cooled through an integrated cooling mounting p.ate cennected 
to a dedicated radiator snd coolant loop. The ESS enclosure is 
sealec and rented to the exterior of (be vehicle though a check 
valve. 
Tits cculins »>»ieui i* au iatenial pau uf (he ESS 
design and development. Tlese tasks nclude the design. 
manufacture and cacr.ns of tLa cooling cvsteni. This proco;s 
will include maiufacriring the enclosure. iLtegramg tie 
rAftlirg cytmw. anrt ccmsrmrrmg rt* hafwy parV Th* F c c . 
will be subjected to a raige of ben:h tests to ensure 
communication with tbe 3MS and controller. temperative 
management and performance 
Persons wording on the high voltage system are 
reqiired recent training an pioper operating aid satety 
procedures. A list of safety procedures has beei prepared aid a 
bafei.v ahou luiuse ha> beta developed \>y ihe Uuivei say's 
Environmental, Health and Safety department Assembly of the 
ESS may not begin until &e new HY workroom has Veen 
inspected by tie University's Director of Enviionmeital. 
Wasilrh and £af*iy 
CONTROLS GROIP 
The Centrals Group seniors are predaninately tasked 
developing the contro. archxecture of the vehicle, following a 
V-dagram strategy- fcr verification and validation (Figure 5). 
This required developing system models of all of the vehicle 
components that would reouire acme control, wiicn were 
modified versions of 'hose ised n the mechanical powertrain 
saiulauuos. Ku»*evei ihe wuliul would be cumins ."icut the 
teams Supervisory Control Unit SCU) rather than me more 
gonaric oitas in PSAT. 
The SCU controls the vehicles operations using 
Cnrrmllw-Araa Kftnimrk (CAK) WfimU Thu TPqirirAC 
mechanical electrical, and software backgrounds to tnderssand 
and program. The signals themselves control a vanetv of 
electro-mechaniial mechanisms, vhich requires a mechanical 
background to understand and obtain the cesired physical 
output of the mechanisms. However. CAN is a digital signal. 
which requires extensive wiring, as shorn m Figure 6, and an 
electrical and software background to decipher and programme 
multitude of different possible signals. 
The system models were converted to National 
Instrument (NT) Labview models, as team is using all NI 
software ind hcrdware for :hc control .ystcm The;o models 
were modified to make CAN the inputs and outpits of the 
syscems. so that each of me systems coulc "tall" to one 
another, as well as with the SCU. This allows for the safe 
testng of the SCU control fogic ty conimumcaring with each 
system individually using pre-recorded vehicle data, which will 
bring problems to light before they can damage actual 
hardware. 
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Figure 5: Software V-Diagram 
Figure 6: HIL System Setup 
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Figure 7: SCU Control Strategy 
The control strategy- developed had to optimize 
performance characteristics., especially fuel economy, for a 
variety of driving conditions. The SCU overall strategy 
developed is shown in Figure 7. This state diagram determines 
the optimum driving mode, which derainiaes which powertrain 
components are supplying power to the wheels. These driving 
modes are primarily determined by -he current vehicle speed 
(dr.ver power demand) and the current battery state-of-charge 
(SOC). At a higher SOC, the vehicle will drive in an all electric 
(charge depleting) mode, while driving in a hybrid (charge 
sustaining) mode when tbe SOC drops below desirable limits 
The Intelligent Driving Efficiency' Assistant CH>EA) 
group is an ofcshoo; of the controls ream comprised of 
software and computer engineers. The IDEA system, 
diagramed in Figure 3. will gather external data, such as the 
GPS position, current and predicted traffic, and road elevations, 
and compare this information to historical driving profiles. The 
IDEA system will determine the most efficient driveline 
configuration^) for the estimated remaining driving schedule 
and submit the selection to the SCU. The SCU will consider the 
recommendation from the IDEA system and determine if the 
recommendation is feasible and safe for the real-time operating 
conditions. The IDEA system does not communicate directly 
with the component control modules, but rather is a rhetor that 
the SCU takes into consideration 
.. IM : tt I 
$ '? \ zone / 
V 
Figure 3: IDEA System 
MENTORSHIP 
Each team m the EccCAR dOmpeTir.cn is given a GM 
team mentor, someone who has significant vehicle design 
experience, and is usually in charge of their own team at GM. 
The mentors give feedback on the designs and team reports. 
offering suggestions for mapro\*emerat. or pointing out flaws in 
the designs. Acting as a private contact at GM, they have the 
ability to track down answers to technical questions and pan 
locations that would otherwise be difficult or impossible to 
obtain otherwise. They also make personal visits to the 
campuses to help in person as well, make sure the labs and 
teams are adequately equipped for the project, as well as 
helping to recruit the most talented students to work for GM. 
There are also similar forms of mentoring from some 
of the other sponsors, and especially the ANL organizers. 
Company reps from Snap-On The Mathworks, KI, and A123 
have all made visits to reams to help with instillation and 
troubleshooting of various components. Technical phone 
conferences were airanged any time there were significant 
developments or difniulty regnduis a paiticiilar sponsored 
component. The ESs dsoigi actualtv rccuircd both a 
preliminary and final phoxe conference design :e\ieiY with 
A1J5 Dsrore the designs wouid be approved and hive n* 
batteries shipped. 
COMCLJSION 
This project his had an amazing effea on the students 
iu\i£\ed. M i l ) u." iLe senilis iiid ciadiuie suuleuU i&vuUtfd 
have alreidy secured ;cbs because of their mvolveiiiem with "he 
EcoCAR prcject. as well as making numerous industry 
contacts. In addition, the students have learned about teun 
dyn&toics. irdusoy s-aodard tools and practices, sod 'he 
coirjvnIT.izanca stills required :© be well ronadeS eusiuetri, 
which is Jiid shou3d be the goal of a capstone project. 
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ABSTRACT 
heoLAK: Ihe IseXt Challenge is a three-year collegiate advanced veluc.e technology ccmpentior. (AVIC) 
established by the United States Department of Energy (DOE) and General Motors (GM). Argorne National 
Laboratory (ANL) hss msnaged the AVTC series for 20 years. 
The ccmpctitioai challenges 16 Tsordi American universities to reduce the environmental impact of a Chevrolet 
EcoCAR by mininuzmg i:s Aiel consumption and reducing emissions while retaining the vehicle's perfonmnre. 
safely and consumer appeal Sponsors of the competition provide teams with the engineering tools, equipment 
and technical assistance requirer. to execute rhs«* realistic vehicle design prnject I Joiner these ronk the F ^ 41] 
team. the EcoEsgles, have cevised a Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle propulsion sysrem. The team lia^ built 3 
prototype vehicle that v:iL be tesreel at CM* s Desert Proving Grounds in Yuma. Arizona. 
Vehicle ele:miicatiou and the me oibiochesei tiiel are center themes of the tcohagles' strategy t'er improving 
fuel economy and tailpipe emissions. The EcoEagles selected an electric range cf apprcxnnately 40 km The 
median commuter dri\,es less than 40 kin per day. winch means tli3t mest of the vehicle operation wdl be 
conducted using cither fully clcctnc or clcetr.c-aslisted propulsion. When dnvmg condnons required high 
tractive forces cr long distances, an efficient biodiesei engine will couple will two electric moors through an 
innovative electrically variable transmissioa known as the 2-mode transmission. The EcoEasles desien will 
reduce petroleiro erergy cnmumprion by 7S% improve fuel economy by 66°n and reduce wel'-to-wheel 
greenhouse ges emissions by 30%. 
The Year Two Tinal Technical Report focuses on the iniplcmentanon of the Year One design and performance 
validation of VTS produced through modeling snd JUL development. Tae report presents the vehicle's 
architecture and background information to !ie'.p the reader understand why tins given architecture was chosen 
and how it might compare to iie base Chevrolet EcoCAR Major subjections focus on pQvertrs.in integration-
control, tne ESS design. Performance predicticns niace from simulations are contrasted against tho^e from HEL 
development dnd finally jn-ioad letting. aith liar goal of ^Lowing \\.i\ iLe model-ba^cd, HIL-ciiliduccd and 
vehicle-tested VI b did or did not agree. 
INTRODUCTION 
The EcoCAR Challenge r> <nic\ft)it b \ the US Dcpai luimi of Enci^\, GM, and National RrsuuiLcb Canada lu 
piomce the development o: cleaner, more etticient vehicles as part ot a comprehensive educational program. 
The EcoEagles team represents Embry-Riddle Aercnamcal University (ERAU) ir_ this tliree ye?x competition. 
The design goals for this competition are tc reduce pett-oleurn energy consumption 3nd reduce weil-to-wheel 
(WTVV) emissions, wink maintaining consumer acceptability. Because of the availability ?nc efficiency of 
elreliidt; and clcdiu pu*vci b}^.cni*. \ elude ckUiifLaiauu \\a> identified ab a kc\ ieihm>lug\ fui iln* pojccl. 
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The modem automotive is the result of over a century* of evolution. A wide ranse cf propulsion systems have 
been attempted with electric, hybrid-electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles having been developed as starting in 
the late ISOOSL GM developed an experimental plug-in lrybrid vehicle, called the XP-S83, in 1959 (1). Despite 
nctable efforts to increase -Jie degree of vehicle electrificaticn, the cost weight, and complexity of these 
systems has prevented widespread market accep:ance. Recent advances in batter/, and control system 
technologies, along with increased awareness cf the environmental impact of petroleum energy use, have 
resulted in new opportunities for vehicle electrificatoa The EcoEagles' HyREV system features a high degree 
of vehicle electrification including; an all-electric driving range of 4C km, all electric accessories, plug-in 
charging and electric all-wheel-drive and the integration cf three elecric motors each with over 55kW of peak 
pcwer. The competition requirements and EcoEagles' vehicle can be seen in Table 1. 
Table 1: Vehicle Technical Specifications 
Specification 
E:oCAR 
Accel CMC 
Accel 50-70 
Towing Capacity 
Cargs Capacity 
p;ivscngci c opacity 
Braking 0 0 - 0 
Mass 
Statting Time 
Ground Clearance 
^aiise 
Fuel Consumption, 
CAFE UiKidjiisicd. 
Combined Team: 
CLarge Depleting 
fuel Consumption 
C liillitt SiiMyjniusi 
Fuel Consumpiion 
ctarge Depleting 
Fcriulci.iii Use 
Emissions 
W1WGI1G 
Competition 
S:ock Chevrolet 
1 0 ' . N 
5.7 s 
6*0 kg (1500 lb) 
.83 m3 
< 
38m-43m 
(123 -140ft) 
1758 i:2i3.s\s h) 
_ 2 s 
198 sun (7.3 in) 
580 Ian (360 au) 
S ^ L 100km 
28 3 tupajc) 
N/A 
N A 
N/A 
0 55 kWhkni 
Tier n Bin 5 
250g/km 
C«>in|ieii ion Rec|tiiictuciii 
vi T<iivc( 
i l 4 ^ 
<10s 
2.-08O ks a >.>•«. 20 mm 
'a 72kpb(1> ir.ph 
He.glit:457tt:m(lS") 
Depth 686mm(27) 
Width: 762mm (30) 
i '4 
< 5 . . 8 m 
(170 ft) 
i :2oS ks (5U0L* lbi 
< 15 s 
17S n in 7 in) 
> 320 kin (200 mi) 
7 4 1. lOOkui 
(?2 nipvge) 
N/A 
N A 
N/A 
0 77 kWl kiu 
Tier 11 B.a 5 
224 g kin 
EcoEagles 
Prcjeced 
. 2 *s 
9 s 
6&0 kg 
H*icht 6X> nun. 24.S') 
Depth 92«) mu(36 2") 
Width: 1000 mm (39.4") 
s 
46m 
(151 ft) 
1976x2 
10s 
ITS nun 7 in) 
565 km (350 JU) 
5.0 L KOkm 
(0.43 UF) 
(47 Onipgge) 
2.07 L lOOkrn 
(114.6 mpgee) 
7 4 L HJJklll 
(52 .upese) 
40 k n (25 mi) 
0.477 kWhkiii 
TiciIIBinS 
\9'? g kill 
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DEVELOPME>T OF THE HYREV SYSTEMS 
The EcoEagles team has adhered to a simplified version of G\f s Global Development plan. The cevelopment 
process can be divided in four phases; ccncept evaluation, design, piototype. and pre-production. At the projezt 
initialization, the EcoCAR organizers and GM provided a description of the projecr goals and a hst of minimum 
requirements for the vehicle, representing the Docurncn: of Strategic Intent. Based on tins information, the 
Frr>F;gle<> te*m or<nni7ed inro vehicle development groups and Vgiin the proresc of defmirg the requirements 
for our vehicle through research and evaluation of design concepts." 
Tlie team selected a conceptual powertrain coniigumon based on the compeation requirements and vehic.e 
technical specifirations (VTS). The VTS wis usee to determine the engineering specifications for the vehic.e 
and related components winch drove the selection of each component b the HyPJEV system. The selection of 
the poweitram configuration and :omponen"s marked the completion of the conceptual evaluation phase of the 
project. The :eam is finished Hie design phase of the project, which concluded during the Fall 2009 term. The 
team is used a range of design tools *o evaluate solutions to structural, rherma.. and control system challenges. 
The team is in the midst of the third phase of the project, the prototype phase, wiere the mule vehicle is built 
and tested. The .mile vehicle JS a prototype test vehicle, with working, ycr unrefined powertrain systems The 
prototype phase concludes at the 6S0/c design review, which is the Year Two competition m Ma> 2010. The pre-
production phase of the competition includes the refinement of the mule vehicle nro aprcduction ready vehicle. 
This phase will :on:lude zt the 99% design review, which is the Year Three comperiticn in Summer 2011. If 
the HyREV design was slated for production, there would be an additional production phase m the VDP to 
include manufacturing and final refinements 
The goal of ue powertiain configuration process was to determine the optimal propulsion system configiuation 
that could be built with the resources available to ue ERAU team. Preliminary research indicated that fuel cell 
vehicle and electric vehicle technologies are not currently sufficien: to meet Ihe niimmuin range, weight and 
volume requirements fcr das project. The remaining options allowed by the competition requirements include a 
range of hybrid and plug-in hybrid configurations, and fuel se.ections of B20. ES5, and ft. 
To evaluate potential designs, the Powertrain Systems Analysis Toolkit (PSAT) was used PSAT provides a 
graphical user interface to Siniulink. predefined hybric-electric chicle configurations, and many preconfigured 
OEM component models, making it an ideal tool for the rapid de\elopment of vehicle models. The baseline 
model of lie vehicle used the following parameters which were provided tc the team from GM and A?fl_: 
• Vehicle Mass: 1742 kg 
• Engine Power: 123 kW 
• Mechanical Accessory Load: 0 Watt 
• Electrical Accessor^ Load: 30D Watt 
• Road Load Equation: f = 112.85 N - 4.60 V+ C.542V2 
For plug-in hybnd vehicles, a Utility Factor (LT) n used to measure the percentage o: travel that uses electrical 
energy and is one indication of the degree of vehicle electnficaticn. To evaluate the influence of utility factor on 
vehicle performance, baseline PHEV models were created in PSAT. 
Approximately oO% of daily travel distances are .ess than ^0 km [5). il:e team originally selected a cliarge 
depleting ldiigc uf 30 kiL and the fined dislaiu-c uf 40 km uas selected based uu battel \ cuusliaiilb and 
consultation with the b3ttery module manufacturer. A123 Systems. 
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A123 Svstenis produces an ener?v storage svstem that meets energy storage reqiurements. wliile meeting :he 
packaging and weight requirements for the vehicle. The final configuration, consistmg of four 25S2P battery 
modules, is capable of 40 kin of all-electric operation. 
B20 architecmres have better fuel economies and lower greenhouse gas emissions, but higher petroleum energy 
use than ES5 architecmres. B20 was selected as the fuel source using a weighted average decision matrix. These 
effects were then ranked based on their importance in the EcoCAR competition with regard to scoring. 
.Another factor m the fuel selection was the list of supported engines, winch included 1.3 L diesel. 2.0L diesel. 
1.6L gas. and l.SL gas engines. The 1.3 1 diesel engine could be packaged with a wide range of hardware. 
including GM's front wheel drive two-mode transmission, without significant chassis mocUfications. Since all 
four engines met the minimum torque and power requirements determined for tins project, the 1.3 L diesel 
engine was selected. 
CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION 
The control development process can be summarized hi fives phases: requirements specification development. 
algorithm development. SILHIL testing, vehicle integration and validation The controller software and 
hardware will make use of various National Instruments software packages, such as LabYEEW and TestStand. 
and hardware platforms, such as the Single Board Rio (sbRio) for the vehicle supervisory control unit (SCU). 
These development phases have been further refined, emphasizing verification and validation at each stage. 
using the system design development Y-diagram. 
SIX HTL Testing 
XI Test Stand will be used to automate tests, as the whole suite may take many hours to run. Any failed tests 
can be traced back to assert their requirements using NI Requirements Gateway, winch assists m generating the 
traceability matrix, winch traces each requirement forward to its corresponding design, implementation and test 
artifacts The focus of this testing is to provide system level requirement validation, tracing the original design 
to the finished, tested simulation. 
The STL and HIL testing promote the development of on-board diagnostics and detection. Using the Design 
Failure Mode Effects Analysis (DFMEA) process the team is identifying each failure mode, its likelihood and 
its severity With that list, the critical items for failure detection including directly measured parameters such as 
vehicle ground speed and engine or motor speed, as well as several indirectly calculated quantities such as 
torque and energy- exchange are determined, and provisions made in the controller software to smoothly manage 
the failure detection and mamtam a safe shut-down :f driving The team is developing diagnostics tools to 
display important information during HIL and vehicle testing, as shown b Figure 1. 
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Figuic 1 HIX Test Panel 
More importantly, the DPMEA process has allowed the team to identify opportunities to remedy some of the 
identified failure modes. Some are simple; recognizing that connection reliability in the mule vehicle is more 
challenging than in a production vehicle, special attention has been paid tc the selection of connectors and 
connection techmqucs to mitigate failures due to connection and ccnncctor fatigue. To mitigate teniperatuit-
related battery failures, it ha* been determined that at least one secondary independent temperature sensor will 
be integrated into the battery pack so that early detection of thermal excursions close to battery operational 
limits will be more reliably detected. 
Integration Plan 
Because tbe architecture relies primarily on serial digital eoinrrunicarion over the CAN networks, the 
controllers can be integrated into the vehicle in an electrically simple manner but s well plained integration is 
required to ensure proper communication and performance. Validation and testing cf the eemmuaication 
betiveen the SCLT, ECM, and TPIM controllers can take place partially in the HIL stage, but ultimately the final 
integration and testing wall be performed on-vehicle. To facilitate those tests, the system h?s been designed to 
allow independent isolation of the electrical loads so that control for each of the drive train sub-systems can be 
at least partially verified before all-up testing occurs The control strategies also anticipate this incremental 
integration and test process. 
The initial integration! step is the verification that the SCU ran replicate the stock vehicle cemmnnicarinn 
signals that are expected by the remaining vehicle systems alter stock cemponent retrieval The intimate conrmi 
rouplng hetwper tie engine and the two-mode transmission implies the integration of these controls will be 
performed simultaneously Charge control, including external voltage detection snd charring hazard prevention 
controls are irdeperdent nf the driving strategy, and ran this he in*egrated incrementally at almost any time 
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througli the process. Additional control algorithms managing body control interactions can also be .added 
independent of the powertrain controls in many cases. 
C ontrol System Architecture 
The architectme is comprised cf nvo high-speed anc two low-speed controller area network (CAN) bis 
communication Imes as well as several digital and .analog input and output control signals. The majority of the 
coiniu.niiLa.iuu lakes place c \c : ihe fcuu CAN buses. The Lnv-ipccC CAN" bus ac.iunk wM be use.', foi uou-
time-cntical data, such as mode recommendations from the IDEA system. The high-speed CAN bus netwonc 
will transfer tmie-cntical data to and from the dmetrain components. These CAN buses are cennected to the 
SCU. The contiollei roles and responsibilities arc defined below. 
• Supervisor} Control Unit (SCU) - The SCU facilitates selection o: operating modes to assure smooth rncl 
safe "rarKirirms henveen nodes and torque requests Primary inpuK are The driver controls and -he ;-are o~ 
each daivelme component. Secondary inputs cone from ue IDEA system in the form of recommended 
configurations. The SCU is responsible for maintaining torque safer.- and is the rinal authority on selecting 
the operating condition of all driveline components. 
• Engine C onrrol Module (HCM) - This controller will be provided as pat of the 1 3 L SDE and is 
lc'rponsible feu engine opeidii-ju and lujiiiiuiiny dndicspjiisc .v tic SCU. 
• Traction Power Inverter Module (TPIM) - This controller will be provided as pert of die two-mode 
transmission, and controls the electric aid mechanical power used in the transmission. It will respond to 
tuiquc .cqucsls Ahik a*:smint .uique sjfel\ The TPIM iepulis status cf .lie liaiisiai^iuii to lie SCU 
• Emergency Disconnect Monitor (EDM) - This system monitors the stare of the fault disconnect systems. 
and communicates that information to the PCC and the SCU to guide operation mode selection. 
• Plug-in Cliaige Con..die: (PCC) - Tln> v. ^lein has ihe icspunsibiht\ lo ensuic safe and elTcc i\ c i l iamug 
of the batterv pack during plug-in charans It detects the power source and monitors the oarterv state cf 
charge, temperature, and ventilation system It also controls the balery-charging-supply voltage and current. 
As shown m the communication map i\ Figure 2. the SCU communicates directly with the ECM from the 1.3 -
diesel engine, the two-mode transmission control umt. the plug-m charge controller, aid the emergency 
disconnect monroring sv^'eri Conurunicatior occurs henveen the ^CX' ind lie data acquisition system via a 
local area network (LAX). The CAN cards each contain two bundled signal wires: a fast CAN and a slow 
CAN'. One CAN card corresponds to the ICM winch will lie initially installed m the Chevrolet EcoCAK ana 
the other CAN card corresponds to the ECM aid the TPIM. which will be added -o ccntrol the new hardware 
configuration modified by tne EcoEagles team The aialcg and digital signals will originate from sensors 
connected to the SCU. which arc transmitted over the CAN bus. Tlic ficlc programmable gate array (FPCA) is 
able to simulate sensor signals for use with a virtual vehicle, and will take care of all the low level CAN 
communication moulding scheduhng of periodic messages and buffering received messages. 
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Figure 7' Component Communication Diagran 
Control Strategy 
Tbe low level control strategy is designed to work with the selerted powertrain configuration, which uses a two-
mode transmission and 1.3 L diesel engine for front wheel propulsion. The assortment of powertrain hardware 
allows the HyREV system to operate in several different operating conditions. The drive modes can be grouped 
into a few categories: electric-only, hybrid-electric and engine-only. Each of these categories includes multiple 
operating modes, which can further be divided into sub-modes that describe the operating conditions: 
propulsion, regenerative braking, friction braking, etc. 
Tbe control system will select an operating mode based on the current operating conditions, including: 
torque power requests, throttle and brake pedal position, state of charge of the battery, and engine speed. Figure 
3 shows the basic modes and the relationship of the basic propulsion modes to two of the vehicle parameters: 
state of charge and vehicle speed. The E\ and Hx modes refers to whether the vehicle is dnving in Electric 
(Charge-Depleting) or Hybrid (Charge-Sustaining) mode, respectively. The lower modes are for lower (City) 
speeds, the middle modes act as transition states, and the higher modes are for higher (highway) speeds. The 
final transition points of SOC and vehicle speed will be determined after testing and optimizing the final 
veaicle. 
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Figure 3: Dasic Propulsion Modes 
An overview of ±e propulsion modes starts with electric-only modes (El. E2. and E3). When the battery stare 
of charge is between 10% and SO1b. the control strategy will attempt to operate in one of these three modes, 
based on the vehicles speed. The three electric modes correspond to states of the two-mode transmission. The 
two-mode transmission must be shifted into specific states as a function of vehicle speed for the electric motors 
to remain within their speed ratings. Smce the powertrain is capable of full functionality in the electric-only 
modes, which are inherently more efficient than the hybrid-electric modes, the controller will remain in one of 
tlie electric only modes unless conditions require another mode-
There are three hybrid-electric modes (HI, H2, and H3). Tlie vehicle will switch from an electric mode into a 
hybrid-electric mode if the battery state-of-charge (SOC) drops below 30% or the high level control system 
(IDEA) recommends the transition. The high level control system may recemmend that the vehicle operate in 
one of the hybrid-rlcctric modes if a blended control strategy has a liigh probably of reducing fuel consumption 
for a given driver, historical route or terrain. 
Control Algorithm 
The algorithm of the controller will be wntten using Lab VIEW software and implemented as a state machine 
comprised of case structures, sequence strucftires, event sttuctures, and loops to mske each mode separate. A 
preliminary versicn of the control algorithm is shown in Figure 4,Error! Reference source not found, but it 
should be noted that the state chart diagram is only presented to convey the control concept. The National 
Instruments real-time development tools io not support the use of state charts. Event structures and case 
structures will malce use of the inputs from the ECM and sensors to make a feasible mode selection; each mode 
will be it its own structure and have no direct connection to any other mode. CAN bus commuocation is 
handled in routines based an simple read and write functions for signal processing that are already contained in 
Lab VIEW. The FPGA eocing will also be based on simple codes aheady wntten in Lab VIEW that make use of 
all of the functions of an FPGA interface such as analog and digital input and output aid CAN messaging. 
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Figure 4: Control Algorithm State Chart 
TESTING AND VALIDATION 
The team developed i DFMEA m order to identify and design for potential problems before they can negatively 
impact the vehicle. The DFMEA establishes the potential causes and effects of these failure modes. These 
failure modes are then tested in the HIL tc determine the actual effect they have on the vehicle and the control 
system. If any of these failure modes causes a fatal error in the system, tlien the control system is modified to 
account for ttet particular error potentially occurring. 
In the DFMEA. each failure mode is given a Risk Priority Number (RPN), which represents the relative 
potential threat a failure poses, with a range of 1-1000. It is calculated based on ihe product of the severity 
(potential damage), occurrence (hkehness of occurrence) and detection (chance of detection), with die higher 
the number, tlie higher the threat. The RPN allows for the team to identify the most dangerous errors, and 
correct for tliem early 
An example eror is an "Incorrect Accelerator Signal" which has an RPN if Q6 representing a mid-to-high 
level error for the team. This error could be caused by poor electncal connertion. or a mechanical connection 
failure [e.2.. cut wire), and would result in erratic vehicle performance. Ttis fault was included in the HIL 
testmg to determine i: the ccntrol safety features are sufficient. The EcoEagles controller system is designed to 
display a warning to the driver and perform a controlled shut down :f an accelerator signal fault is detected. 
The lcsulls uf ihc HE- testing mdiaiic dia. these safely fcaluies aie suffkieul bui iLc faull dctcuiuu algunlhm 
was modified to also monitor the brake pressure to improve fault detection. 
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Hie proper packaging and integration of components rued in the EcoCAR vehicle development process 
required a comprehensive inders'anding of element interaction from botii < static (space claim) and dynamic 
(feasibility) standpoint. Exienoive computer aided rleoign (CAD) anclyoio was perfomied for the cnricipated 
vehicle architecmres using both organizer provided compcnent data and student designee elements. Tlie engine 
anc transmission modelo were adapted for use hi the CAD environment, and 'hen placed into the chassis to meet 
the safety and dimension requirements set out by the sponsors and organizers. Care v.as taken to ensure all 
components mrmtained adequate clearance*, for installation, ma.ntenaace and operation by examining areao of 
possible contac or interference as well ss evaluating the mass balance of the vehicle with the proposed changes. 
The university's background in the acrcspacc industry also set standards for aerodynamic anc mass reduction 
early in the design using innovative replacement materials. 
Packaging large amounts of equipment intc the Chevrolet while maintaining consumer acceptability and 
functionality required innovative approaches. The ERAU team has selection a powertrain con figuration that has 
not been used m combination in * production vehicle. Siemens NX and vehicle models donated by GM were 
vital tooh used to successfully package the 1.3 L er.gine and two-mode transmission into the Chevrolet engine 
compartment, along with tie electric AC compressor, electric vacuum boost, and the Traction Power Inverter 
Module iTPIM). The accessory drive belt and aicessory pu.leys were removed fircm the engine, winch 
improves packaging, efficiency, and noise vibration hardness. All of tlie accessories weie converted to electric 
solans. 
To satisfy the team's vehicle design goals, the starter motcr was retained on the engine. Tins feature allow*, the 
control strategy to switch from electric-only modes to hybrid-electric modes at any velncle speed :>ut it also 
icquiicd .1 11101 r complex adaploi plale between ilie engine and I'.vo-inodc liansinis^ioii and a moie deuiled 
packaging analysis. 
ESS Onboard 
Enclosure Charger 
Figvrc 5: Rear Compartment Packaging 
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A<; shown in Figure SFrrnr! Rpfarencp source nr»r fnmul. the energy storage system plug-in charge 
controller and disconnect enclosure were packaged m the rear cf the vehicle, precommately in the spare tire 
area. This system includes an on-board charge controller, winch allows tlie vehicle tc charge from any outlet. 
Tbe high voltage (HV) electrical cables, fuel system, cooling systems and exhaust system each required 
component routing to be run along the length of the vehicle. T.ie Exhaust system incorporates two new mufflers. 
a selective catalytic reduction (SCR) unit, anc a diesel particular filter (DPF). The fuel system was replaced 
witti biodiesel rated equipment The high voltage cables were routed to comiect ihe -wo-mode transmission and 
energy storage system. 
The parts of 'he vehicle must not only fit intc the vehicle, but must also hold up to die ngors of testing and 
competition. Because the 1.3 L engine has not been paired with the front wneei dnve two-mode transmission. 
the team designed a custom adaptor plate. Tlie teams control strategy requires that the production starter remain 
on the 1.3 L SDE. The adapter plate must also permit access for attachment of the engines fly-wheel/ilex plate 
to the transmission. 
Uung the 2 Mode transmission with the compact 1.3 L SDE allows the team to use the production Tansnihoion 
mounts, half-shafts and steering geometry, including the electric steering motor. Tlie minimal weight change in 
the front of the vehicle allows for "he use of *he production shock absorbers and spring tares as well, which 
made for an easy front suspeasicn and steering integration 
To accommodate the selected vehicle architecture, many components are removed or replaced. Approximately 
2S7 kg of components were removed from the baseline vehicle and approximately 57S kg of components weie 
added to the vehicle. These values are still subject to change with proposed Year Three weight reductions Tlie 
IlyREV version has a projected vehicle irass of 1976 kg (curb) and 2303 (loaded), which is below tlie loaded 
competition requirement of 2453 kg. As shown in Table 2. the loaded front and rear axles are well below the 
maximum limits of 1210 kg and 1340 kg. respectively. 
Table 2. Vehicle Mass. Not Including Pioposcil Mass Reouclioiib 
Vehicle 
Curb Weight (kg) 
Loaded V/eidit (1c?) 
Front A\le Loading (ks) 
Rear Axle Loading (ka) 
Stock Chevrolet 
1689 
2C98 
980 
710 
FcoFagles HyTCFY 
1976 
2303 
1373 
904 
ESS Thermal Analysis 
The thermal analysis of the ESS cooling system was done m three phases. Jn the first phase, the average heat 
generated by the ESS was analyzed for Teveral driving scenarios to determine the heat transfer requirements for 
Ihc cooling plale. Li Ihc scccud phase. Ihc heal liamfci lc^uhcmculs vvcic tianblalcd mlo cnHincciiiig 
specifications for the ma&s flow rate and a coolant pump was selected. In the third phase, die ESS current draw 
was calculated for the most demanding driving schedules in electric-only operation, which was usee to calailate 
the heat flux DIU of the battery modules. A thermal system for tbe ESS was created using the fan and air flow 
rate selected above. Using the heat tlux time history tor the most demanding drive cycles and the - Sh thermal 
model, the transient and t^cadv state tcinpcrauircs wcrr simulated Under the most severe operating conditions. 
the pe*k temperature of rhe HyRFV FS<s design neve- evreeds 4fr Celsius which is below die recommended 
limit cf 50° Celsius. 
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YEAR 3 WORK TO BE PERFORMED 
Year Three of the compeation is intended to be the optimizat.on and refinement year. With aerodynamic ai:d 
controller modifications planned, year tliree will be a M l year. The major projects will mclude: replacing all of 
the body paiels to miprove weight and aerodynamics, lefinement of the SCU algorithm, implementation of the 
Magna eRDM (if the system meets requirements) and ntiplementaticn of the IDEA advisory control S3*stem. 
Vehicle Aerodynamics 
Integrating aerodynamic nnprcvcmeiits mto a complex hybrid vehicle can improve die fuel economy through 
the duccl icOuclkn of diag fuues dui.uk picoulsiju and aLo daougli he capluic of 11101c encigy duimg 
regeneraave brakmg. Kecluced drag can also improve customer acceptability by reducing noise, increasing the 
charge-depleting range and improving veh.de acceleration. The team has currently evaluated a baseline CFD 
model of the Chevrolet FroCAR usirg Fluent but tha -earn has not evaliated tie imparr of porentnl 
aerodynamic improvements. The aerodynamic improvement that are under mvestigation include: 
• Active Aerodynamics - The ERAU team considers the font fascia as ideal for Hie application of active 
aerocyr.ar.ucs. A variable air flow rate urough the trout grill and radiators will meet the cooling 
requirements for the various liquid ccoled systems, which have fluctuating thermal requireirenfs. 
Resmctinj fie air flow rate throngi tie front grill through the use of an *rriva control <ysrem will r^d'ice 
the parasitic drag of the vehicle. 
• Pa s^iv e Ariuduiciiucs - The loiupctitioii albus An changes lo Ihc \ elude "s design piofilc. piovidcd die 
vehicle still resembles the Chevrolet. Ihe -cohagles will pursue several passive aercdynamc opportunmes 
to reduce drag. Each of the following cencepts will be compared to the tasehne aerodynamics models. 
The team has proposed design changes to the rear spciler. rear wheel well coverings, side view mirrcrs fiont air 
dam, and underbody. The underbody airfiow will rhange from the production Chevrolet due to changes in the 
drive line, particularly with the addition of a rear dnve system and rear rr^dlc. 
V,reight Reduction 
The aerospace incustrv has lens used composite materials for vehicles 'hat are highly mass sensrtive. For 
automotive production, the ability to implement labor and design intensive composite structures bas been 
limited and is only now becoming a cost effective way of imprevmg performance. All components replaced will 
be investigated to ensure that tliey arc at least as safe as the original compencnts, and meet all competition and 
DOT legislations. Picpcscd wcigLl sa\mgs Ldndidalc^ include. 
• Hooc - A composite hood is being investigated however care must be taken *o mske sure that in the event 
of a crash that the hood would buckle instead o: sliearing inro the cabin. 
• Rcof The roof of the vehicle could be replaced witli a composite cheet. but analyses wdl be done to ensure 
the structural integrity of the vehic.e m case of a rollover. 
• Kear Windows - ihe rear windows could be replaced witli tliermoplastic substitutes. 
• Rear Hatch - Tne rear hatch could oe replaced with a combination of composites and thenncplastics. 
• Doors - The doors could be replaced with composite or tliermoplastic body panels 
• Wlieels - The vehicle wheels could be replaced w.th lighter runs The rim size nay change, though 
simulations still need 10 be performeel m order to determine the potenual performance benef t with a larger 
or smaher wheel diameter. In addition, lower rclling resistance tires could replace the current stock tires. 
Pag- l ?o f l4 
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Rear Motor 
The team originally had a Magna eRDM on the vehicle, which would have significantly increased the 
electrification of die vehicle amd improved the overall fuel economy. However, the higher voltage of the 
donated A123 battery modules (330 V nominal, 360 V peak), is much higher than the stock GM battery pack 
(276 V nominal, 330 peak). The RPIM eRDM control module cannot accept diese higher voltages, winch 
makes the eRDM unusable currently. Due to this, the team ha s removed the rear drive motor for Year Two, as it 
would only be dead weight on the vehicle. 
GM is currently working on a solution to allow die eRDM to run at this higher voltage, in which case the rear 
motor would be ire-integrated onto the vehicle Tins would allow the team to meet all of its onginal perfoiinajice 
goals, including faster acceleration, improved fuel economy, and additional control strategies, without adding 
significant cost, time, or difficulty to the team's vehicle. Tlie team already has the required hardware to mount 
and install the eRDM and the control software was designed originally to make use of the rear motor The only 
new components would be additional cooLing and electrical hues, these lines are aheady established on the 
vehicle and could be easily spliced in. 
S O D LARY/ CONCLUSIONS 
This paper provides an overview of the ERAU HyREV system design The EcoEagles design team has taken 
advantage of numerous advanced development methods and tools as part of die development: of the HyREV 
system, including model-based design. SIL. HIL. CAD. FEA. and project management. The project has passed 
the first phase, conceptaal analysis, and is midway through the second phase, which is the design phase. A 
vehicle powertrain configuration has been selected that meets the project requirements and design goals of the 
team. As the project continues mto the next phase, the design will conunue to be refined towards the goal of 
building a production ready vehicle. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
B20 - 20% Biodiesel, S0o/o Standard Diesel 
CAN - Controller Area Network 
DFMEA - Design Failure Mode Effects Analysis 
DOT - Department of Transportation 
ESS - 85%Ethanol. 15% Standard Gasoline 
ECM - Engine Control Module 
EDM - Emergency Disconnect Monitor 
eRDM - Electric Rear Drive Module 
EREV - Extended Range ELectnc Vehicle 
FPGA - Field Programmable Gate Array 
RYD - Front Wheel Dnve 
GHG - Green House Gasses 
HEV - Hybnd Electnc Vehicle 
HIL - Hardware-In-the-Loop 
HWFET - Highway Fuel Economy Test 
NfPGGE - Miles per GaUon Gasoline Equivalent 
PCC - PLug-in Charge Controller 
PEU - Petroleum Energy Usage 
PHEV(XX) - Plug-in Hybnd Electnc Vehicle (Charge Depleung Range in miles) 
PSAT - Powertrain Systems Analysis Toolkit (Argonne National Laboratory) 
PTW - Piwip-to-\Vheel 
RPIM - Rear Power Inverter Module 
RPN - Risk Pnonty Number 
R\VD - Rear Wheel Dnve 
SCU - Supervisory Control Unit 
SIL - Sorhvare-In-the-Loop 
SOC - State of Charge (Batter}' Percentage) 
TPIM - Traction Power Inverter Module 
UDDS - Urban Dvnarnorneter Dnving Schedule 
UF - Utility Factor 
US06 - Supplemental FTP Drivmg Schedule (Aggressive) 
IVTP - Well-ro-Pump 
WTW - Well-to-Wkeel 
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ABSTRACT 
EcoCAR: 7ae NeXt Challenge is a tnree-year collegiate 
advanced vehicle technology competition (AVTC: 
established by the United States Department of Enscgy 
[DOE) 2nd General Motors (GM). Aigomne National 
Laboratory (ANL) has Tawed tbe AVTC series for IC 
yean. 
7^e compennon challenges L7 >:cc± American univenxes 
to reduce tbe em-joumeatal impact of a captured GM fleet 
\ehicle by minimizing its fiel consumption and reducing 
am-niz-nm wtJe retaining the vehicle's performance. safety 
and consumer appeal. The competition requires teams to -.ue 
GNTs Global DevegopnHnt Process :G3P) DO design a vehicle 
in a real-world atmosphere. Sponsors of the campeddan 
pDov.de teams with tbe engineering Tools and equipment 
needed to create a realistic vehicle design project. Using these 
tools the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical UnwKsky (ERAU; 
team, the EcoEagles. bare devised a Power-Split Extended 
Range Electnc Vehicle (EEEV} propulsion system. 
Tbe :eatn designed around a 25-mile city highway combined 
elecoic range, which would provide a signif cant tenefit for 
most consumers The average commuter i*?*) drives less 
tbsn 2$ miles per day [ 1 ] This means that a consume: using 
the EcoEagles vesicle almost never has to use the diesel 
eusine, resulting in a zeducdon m total petroleum enersv use 
by4&-50%. 
"Hie fist year of competition is entirely dace virtually. with 
all testing and analysis being done using software tools. 
including? ?SAT. Matlab and Sknulmk NX, and labYEW. 
This allowed ihe team to design test and optimize their 
powertrain 3zvL control system. without any vehicle hardware 
components Tne designs of :te teams are currently being 
implemented m Year Two of the compeirnon. which will 
ultimately test these 'Vjtual vehicles" against their Deal-
world counterparts. This paper will also address some of ihe 
challenges associated with a soft design versus a hard design. 
including software approximation limitations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Designing a new vehicle, or redesigning ^i easting vehicle. 
LS a time and resource consuming task. Wi± mat m mind, the 
automotive industry is moving towards tbe way of the 
aerospace industry when it comes to the system-level 
development process. Tlie aerospace industry has estac nshed 
cats practice due die difficulty and inherent danger in testing 
an unpsoven, dangerous prototype UAV's aie particularly 
researched, as there is no human to take control m case of 
faitoe [I, 3] By developing comprehensive modeU of 
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vehicles, virtual designs can he "diiven* to determine 
platform viability, performance characteristics, and control 
a-gomtms Toese virtual prototypes aJlow for ? mora rapid, 
caaapsr £n£ safer development process Physical pro-ccvpes, 
which are expensive and potential dangerous, are being used 
for final verification, rather than ? starting point This can 
significantly reduce reticle desLgn ume. greatly Earing on 
long-term costs and prof ts for a company 
This paper will ou±ne the virtual design of tha EcoEasles 
vehicle, with an emphasis on the vehicle dynamics modeling 
T>es.pi dec.s.cns based on the modeling will also be 
discussed While e^ten=:\e CAT: modeling was parfoamed to 
determine space claims of components this is not deemed 
important for tha scope of OILS paper 
VIRTUAL DESIGN 
The goal of tha architecture salecnon process w?s ro 
determine the optimal dnvalme conf gunmen that codd be 
built with the resources available to the ERAV team. Since 
the EcoEagles team has mmimaL experience wi± fuel cell 
vahicLes, hydrogen wa* not considered a vmble fuel option 
Electnc vehicles were aLo not considered viable because of 
the companion range i320 km and charge requirements 
• ma7- eight hours charge •• 110 V AC* The remaining 
options included a variety of hybrid and plug-in hybrid 
configurations with fuel selections of ESS and B20 The 
required performance recuuenianrs can "be seen m Table -
t See Table 1 after las* section of paper: 
A literature renew [i , I ] was conducted ro determine the 
most promising nyhnd arcbtecruras. w b c t were analyzed m 
PSAT. Siemens >'X • CAT>i. and usmg tha CrFJEET model 
Powertrain System* Analysis Toolkit »PSAP [C was 
developed bv ANL as a way to quickly analyze various 
vehicle configurations and drivmg condinon* to determine 
performance rharactensnci such as fuel economy and energy 
usage Individual components such as engines. "batteries, and 
vehicle todies can be strung together to create an overall 
vehicle model, all of which is done using MATLAB and 
Simulmk Models of the vmous powertrain components were 
developed by tie PSAT staff with dat: from &M The 
development of these individual models is bayoni the sccpe 
of :^ i> paper GrEEET LS a program, aLo developed by ANL, 
that esnma-es lifetime well-to-wheel iftTW) greenhouse gas 
emissions for a paracular vehicle \Z\ 
Based on the bteiaiure review and prelimoarr PSAT results, 
the most promising architecmres were analyzed m more 
detail while the archneauDS layouts were evaluated m 
Siemens 2"X Whan ih^ RH> GM Two-Mode transmission 
was paired with the lour available donated engines, the 1 3L 
diesal engine wa* found -s be the only engine that would fit 
within the available space 3ased on the results from PSAT 
and GREET, viable vehicle architectures were assigned 
normalized scores for rive vehicle parameters, performance 
• "owing, acceleration, etc \ fuel economy, \VTiV greenhouse 
gasses. emissions and ftTtt' petroleum energy usage An 
aggregate of the f.ve scores was used to rank die architectures 
and the top three shown in Table 2, ware selected 
• See Table 2 alter last secnon of paper 
The top archr.ecr.ire is a E7EY20 vehicle with all-elecmc 
range of approximately 20 miles It uses a 1 31 diesal engine, 
Two-Mode transmission, and Magna rear cnva motor This 
dasisn wzb found to have the best overall peoformanra across 
the five vehicLe parameters The second arcmrecuire is sumlar 
-o rhe top cho.ca 'out does not use the Magna raai dnve 
motor This design meets the compennon VTS requirements 
and is mechanically simpler than tbe top choice but tins 
dasign will increase n e duty cycle of the two mode 
transmission, as weU as failing to he classified as 3Ji EREV 
To minimize the two-mode transmission temperature, a 
blended chrrge depleting strategy is recurred and dynamic 
performance will be conditionally limited The third 
architecmre uses tte 2 41 Ecotec engme 3 A S - motor 
ganerrtc-r, Magna rear dnve motor Tte performance of this 
architecture was less competitive ttan the top two choices 
and it requires a more complex charging system with a 
controllahla -ZZZ to step \^ the output fom the 3 A S -
voltage to the energy storage system voltage 
FUEL SELECTION AND UTLL-TO-
\VHEEL INFLUENCE 
The most viable ftiel opuons for the E?_AU team is a 
comtmation of alectncity and either B20 or ES5 &FJEET 
was used ta esnmara tha properties for each fuel option 
shown m Table 3 ELecmcr?, has the lowest foal rc^t per 
mile B20 h:s Lower greenhouse gas emissions than ES5, 
wbLe E$5 has Les* petroleum energy than 3IC 
• See Table3 after last section of p?per 
The amouu" of elecrncal enargy storage on tte vehicle may 
influence rhe fuel selecuoiL As shown, m Figure 1 
approximately 50e* of daily travel distances are less ttan 25 
miles Assuming there is not an cpporoory to recharge me 
vabcLe during the day. a vebcla with a 2* mile charge 
depleting range would he u>ed about 50* > of rhe rime 
• See Figure] after last secnon of paper, 
For plug-in hybrid '."exiles a "Jubry Factor ~SF is used to 
measure the percentage of rrrvel 'tat .ises electncal energy 
The utihv. factor versus charge depleting range is snown m 
Figure I This curve was calcul:ted usmg rhe 6th order 
pofrnomia. *hown m Equation 1. where RCD is the charge 
depleting range Tbs equruon was provided by me 
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competition, as the SAE standard 11711 has not yei been 
finalized. This equation cannot be verified at tbs time. To 
analyze the influence of utility factor on vehicle performance. 
to saline ?HE V models were created in PSAT. 
(See Figure? after last secnon of paper) 
Equation 1: UtiftQ Factor Cakukritm [JNL] 
Since propelling a vehicle using electrical energy is more 
efficient Pump-to-Wbeel (PTVVfrhau using thermal engines, 
a larger utility factor will result in a higher combined fuel 
economy for most T.Tehides As shown in LgUE-i. increasing 
the charge dapletng range will increase the combined foal 
economy for the baseline architecmres These curves were 
created usmg Ecuanon 2. where tte charge depleting (CC; 
and charge sustaining (C S) fuel economies were determined 
using PSAT for the baseline designs This equation also came 
from tte competition organizers. A M 
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Fig urt 3. Influence of Utility Factor on Corrected Fuel 
Economy fir EcoEagles Selected Architecture 
rapggp_PHEV = (UF) < : - U F > 
Equation :. PHET UF Weighted Fuel Efficiency [Jtt] 
Because of the high carbon dioxide emissions roni producing 
eleculcuy. rhe wdl-to-wheel greenhouse gas emissions are 
not improved as die utility factor increase's when usmg the 
EcoCAR electricity mix. as shown m Fisure 4. Increasing the 
utility factor had trie effect on tte production of greenhouse 
gasses under these assumptions 
producuoa and 1.99 gkWhi for B20 producdon. The PTtt' 
values were found using GREET to be 162 gkWhr for ESS 
and 170 g'kWhr for 3 2 1 Tbe energy consumed in the charge 
deoledne and charge sustaining modes was calcdated using 
PSAT. While the GHG values per kWhr for ESS and B20 are 
similar, the ESS architecr.ua consumes more energy per km 
than the B20 architecture. As a result the B20 architecture 
has lower GHG emissions. 
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Figure J. Influence qf Utility Factor on Greenhouse Get 
Production forEcoEagles Selected.irchhecture 
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Equation 3: UF-WeigkxedWTW Greenhouse OQL 
Emissions 
As shown in Figure S. peiroleum energy usage (?EU) can be 
substantially reduced by increasing tha unlity factor Tte 
utility factor corrected ?EU equation is effectively the same 
equation used for GHG emissions but with PEL" coefficients 
The WTP ?EU coefficients were provided by the EcoCAR 
organizers The WTP petroleum enarzv used to make. ESS is 
0 CS32kWhrkWhr, B20 is 0.0642 kWhrkWhr. and 
electricity is 0 C"85 kWhr&Whr. Tte petroleum energy in 
eact fiiel was deteracmed from GREET to be; 0-263 kWhr 
kWtr for ESS. 0.812 kWhr kWhr for B20. and 0 kWti kWtr 
for electricity 
Tbe amount of greenhouse gasses produced per kilometer 
was calculated using Equation 3 The weJ-to-pump (UT7: 
values were provided by the EcoCAR organizers and were 
6*9? gkWhr for electricity production. 1.57 z kWhr for ESS 
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Jrgiw* 5. Influence of Utility Factor on Petroleum 
Consumption 
A large unity factor is beneficial for each performance 
metric for the 320 architecture and generally beneficial for 
the E85 architecture The size of the battery pack was limited 
by space, weight and manufacturer. The selected batten' pack 
yields a utility factor of approximately 0.43 with the baseline 
ESS andB20 architectures" 
Of the available liquid fuels. B20 is the top choice for ERAU. 
Whan compared to rhe E85 architecture wnt a utility factor 
of 0.43. the 320 architecture has better fiiel economy, lower 
greenhouse gasses but luster petroleum energy use. Another 
factor in this selecton is die lis: of supported engines which 
included 1.3L dieseL 2.0L diesel 1.6L gas and I 8L gas 
engines. After review, it was flammed that me 2 OL diesel 
engine and 1.6 18L gas engines do not fit in the Saturn Vue 
when combined with the two-mode transmission without 
significant chassis modifications. 
VEHICLE POWERTRAIN MODELING, 
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS 
High-lerel calculations were done m order to develop some 
system boundaries, before modeling specific powertrain 
configurations Using tte road load equation. Table 4 below 
was developed with MATLA3. winch shows the minimum 
peak power required at the wheel to meet either the required 
or desired acceleration times. The minimum peak wheel 
power required is "6.5 kW. while the nrfn-mrunn 'desired is 13 5 
kW. This seis very early peak power recubements for the 
powemaiu A tigh-level analysis was also developed m order 
to calciLate tte maxmmm grade that the reticle can climb. 
Tods determined that tbe minimum required power was only 
30.6 kW. This also sets very early sustainable power 
requirements for the dnvetraiu. 
(See Table- after last section of paper) 
Many unique driveling conf guratons were considered and 
analyzed in PSAT with various modifications. The 
architecmres could be grouped generally as: mild hybrid 
(BAS+), combmed hybrid (two-mode}, and a plug-in 
combined hybrid The majority of rhe configurations were 
designed to make use of rhe available donated components 
Fox these models, some motfificariaD was required to 
provided models and initialization files. These modifications 
included creating a new battery pack, creating a Magna 
eRDM motor model, and creating a ctarge depleting control 
strategy for tbe two-mode ardntectoe through state-flow and 
developing custom dnve cycles. Tbe cop three architectures 
were analyzed in more detail usmg the UDDS, HOTET. and 
US06 IS] drive cycles in charge depleting and charge 
sustaining modes. 
A number of problems were encountered with the PSAT 
models as components were introduced mto previously 
untested combinations Fox example, the two-mode control 
system did not initially accept diesel engines but with 
assistance from A2CL. these issues were overcome. Cheating 
and modifying tbe control strategies presented the largest 
challenge. The control system for" this analysis was a stock 
power-split controller found in PSAT; the models would have 
drastically diffeient results with varied control systems, as 
they would affect power distribution, regenerative bonking, 
and charge discharge profiles. Charge depleting control 
strategies were created to model EKEV performance but with 
few existing cnarge depleting control strategies to reference. 
the performance of these control strategies was unrefined 
Development of a detailed charge depleting control system 
will be required to improve model accuracy, as well as final 
vehicle performance 
The fiel economies of the top three architecrires were 
determined by analyzing the charge sustaining and charge 
depleting portions of the PSAT results, as opposed to the 
slated fuel economies fcom PSAT. This analysis was 
necessary* because the fuel economy reported by PSAT does 
not take mro the amount of electrical energy used If a vehicle 
has a large battery and is analyzed over a short dnve cycle, it 
would use Iinle-to-no fuel resulting in an infinite fjel 
economy. The electrical and fuel energy consumed during tte 
test ranges were used to get die economy for the charge-
depleting or charge-sustaining portions of the drive cycle 
The data for the US06 was not included due to 
inconsistencies in the operation of tbe charge depleting 
control strategy for this drive cycle The results for tte top 
three architectures are shown in Table 5. 
(See TableS after last section of paper) 
As can be seen in Table 5. rhe teams fust choice has the 
highest fuel economy for both cuy and highway. Ihe added 
rear electric motor prorates additional regeneratine baking 
and torque smoothing, which increases the city fuel economy. 
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The secotsd choice economies are almost as good, with 
identical MPCK3E-CS and slighdv lower MPG<£-CD values 
Tbe parallel conf eurafcon using the 2.4L E85 engine and 
BAS+ systsem has substantially lower results The 
combination of the lass efficient E85 engine and more 
complex control strategy required » blend the BA5+ ww 
with the Magna eRDM reduces the apparent efrlciencv of the 
3rd choice architecture. Note itat there is no charge-depleting 
control mode for the BAS- system at highway speeds." 
Using the charge-depleting ranges of the architectures 
determined using PSAT for the UDDS city cycles, the UF for 
each configuration was detennmed. The stare of charge 
(SOC) of the cop choice architecture for the UDDS. USO* 
and HWFET dnvtng cycles is shown m Figure 6. The results 
from these PSAT simulations were used to determine the 
charge-depleting ranges. 
UODS 
Table 7. Acceleration and Braking Summary 
vvvvvvv 
y 
1M0 2MI 1AM 
T> rrm >>» 
StM «BC 7MA M M 
Figure & SOC fir CD Control Strategy (1st Choice 
Architecture) 
Tbe UF was calculated using fth order polynomial m 
Equation 1 and the charge-depleting range for each cycle. 
Tbe charge-depleting and charge-sustaining energies and 
ranges, along with their corresponding UF:'s; are presented 
below in Table c*. 
(See Table 3 after last section of paper) 
Tbe acceleration, braking, and cowing performance for each 
architecture was modeled with tbe acceleration values 
coming torn PSAT simulations Simple matt models were 
created to estimate the towing and braking performance The 
acceleration, towing, and braking results are presented below 
in Table 7. 
Tow 0-45 mph 
Brake 60-0 mph 
Accel 0-60 mph 
Accel. 50-70 mph 
1 3LB20 
2-Mocfc 
cAWD 
7.30 s 
41-46 m 
8.70 s 
5.30 s 
1 3LB20 
2-Modc 
FWD 
8.30 s 
41-46 m 
9.60 s 
5.60 s 
2 4LESS 
BAS+ 
cAWD 
8.20 s 
41-46 m 
9.10s ! 
5.20 s 
The rowing capacity of the three top architectures was 
determined* using a combination of PSAT and a simple 
Matlab model The results indicate that the top three 
architectures will meet the competition VTS requirements for 
towing (680 kg. up a 3.5% grade, for 20 continuous minutes). 
assuming the barer, has 3S*a SOC or greater The top 
architecture has the Magna eRDM motor available for 
assistance. The rowing capacity results are presented below in 
TableS 
(See Table 8 after last section of paper) 
Upon review of the presented data, several conclusions have 
been drawn concerning component selecnon: 
- A diesel (323) engine is preferred over a gasoline (E85) 
engine, due to the efficiency gains 
• A larger battery is preferred over a smaller one. due co the 
mcrease in the CD range and UF 
• The 1JL and two-mode with added electric RWD is 
preferred over the FWD-only ML and two-mode design, due 
co an increase in power, efficiency and reduced two-mode 
motor duty cycle 
Proposed Architectures 
A performance-based decision mains was devised in order to 
help determine the best-case dnveline configuration This 
method took mto account the various performance and 
environmental impact scores of the competition Data from 
GF.EET and PSAT was also taken into account. The values 
were tanked showing the most advantageous dnvelines. This 
matm is presented below m Table 9. and it encompasses all 
vehicles that were investigated 
(See Table ? after last section of paper) 
Thus, tte EcoEagles chosen architecture was determined to 
mclude a 15 L GM diesel engine, using B20 fuel, connected 
to the FWD GM Two-Mode transmission, along w.th a RWD 
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provided by the 55 kW Magna motor The Electncal Energy 
Stoiage System is composed of four 25S2P 32 5 V 12 S IrtVh 
A123 h-ion battery modules, connected m series This ZLves 
an estimated all-electee range of 20-25 miles, and" the 
resultant UT as presented here 
SUMMARY/CONTLUSIONS 
Tne PSAT icodel results generally agree with tte overall fuel 
economy and available GY component data, as were 
determined &om initial sof^-are testing, "but there were some 
differences The model parameters are typiraLv determined 
by curve fitting component data collected under specinc 
operating condioons The actual operates conditions of the 
vehicle *.eg engine temperature or .'.mtient teinperaTre • 
nia\ vary resulting in shifts m the model parameters, winch 
are not accounted for m the model Modeling the amount of 
parameter shift sni -he dynamic: of the shift would increase 
the accuracy of the model a: the cost of making the model 
more complex. Model accuracy may "be unproved by 
increasing rhe complexity of rlie component models and 
performing more detailed parameter fling, at the cast of 
increasing the development time of the design However this 
investment likely to be very valuable, as a benefit of 
developing an accurate model u the ease with which it can he 
manipulated to produce reliable results, unlike a physical 
component that cannot be changed 
Tne cos- benefit of adapting to a virtual desip philosophy is 
huge, as it allowed a team of student engineers to extensively 
modify an existng GM design thai they were not previously 
familiar with, and determine perromance characteristics of 
several different possible designs All of thu was cone 
without an} physical automotive hardware, and was 
performed in much less than a y&z However, it is important 
thar accurate models be used, which requires rhe expertise of 
numerous fields. aLong with heavy physical -pirn: \ enficaucn. 
Tms mtastructure will require investment, but it represents 
where the industry is moving 
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Table L Vehicle Technical Specifications 
SpcufkiUiun t t impti i i ion 
FcoTAR Production Vuc 
\cccLU-6U lU.fis 
Mw\ 511-70 5,7 „ 
! IF Weighted FF " L l w ^ 
»'2H. 1 mpgjg.ci 
I o\\ inp Capaci ty 6KU kg < 15Ul> lb i 
Cargo Capacity .S3 m3 
Capacity 
n i
 W l ,, 3 s m "J 3 in 
M
^ I75NkglJ»75 
IM 
SUI IUIL : Tirntf i. 2 s. 
Ground
 % na , T a 
_, IMS mw<7,S ini Ck'iirurict' 
mill 
Conipctatioii 
Requirement 
114* 
7 4L lUOkm 
132 mpggO 
HfrMi kgi.f J . 5 V 20 mm 
ui 72 kph |45 mph| 
Height* 457mm 0?T i 
IX-plfv 6d6mm( 2T*i 
Width: 762mnn3tH 
. < j_^« 
- 51 S m 
H7f,ilt> 
-• 2>K ky. 151100 lb) 
1 15 N 
•17R mm r7 in) 
•120km |2lir>mn 
Projected 
8.7 
5 3 
6.25 L" IMOLm 
l 0 4 3 U F i 
117 7mpggc) 
680 k? 
Height: 45?mrnt I O 
LKqUh: 686mm (27") 
Width 7G2mm (30"*> 
4 
41 m - 46m 
1474 kg 
30* 
W h n m 
^00 km 
Table 1 Tsp Three Archxeeture Chokes 
Ranking 
Top 
Choice 
Choice 
3rd 
Choice 
Engine 
13L Diesel 
l-3LDtcscl 
2.4L 
BCObCC 
i 
Fwl 
B20 
mo 
ES5 
Drive 
AWD 
FWD 
AWD 
Generator Energy Storage 
mode kWlir Li-lon 
BA54 
3 2 0 V - 1 0 7 
kWhr Lhlon 
320V - 1 0 7 
kWhrLi-Jon 
Ftear Drive 
Magna 
eRDM 
none 
Magna 
CBDM 
Ttf&ftp i. Jurf CwHpffira&w Jk/aErz* fGEEEJJ 
Total Energv 
<kW-W 
Petroleum 
Energy ftW-hrj 
GHGs (#kW-hr) 
FjKTgy Uncd p«r 
mitefkW-hr'mi* 
Fuel Energy 
<kW-hr) 
Efex. Energy 
<kW-hr> 
Avg Cos* per 
nrufcc 
Grid-
Independent 
Sl HFV: 
ESS 
2.31 
0.36 
274 
0.96 
0.96 
0.00 
S0.12 
<3ricJ-
Coniwx'icd 
SI HFV: 
E85 
IM 
0,2t} 
315 
Q,36 
0.24 
0.12 
mm 
Grid* 
Independent 
riDIHFV; 
BD20 
209 
0,77 
227 
0.89 
11*9 
ooo 
$0.09 
Grid-
Connected 
CIDI HFV: 
BD20 
B 84 
0,54 
27S 
0,35 
0.23 
0.12 
SO 07 
Grid-
Indcpcndent 
Fuel Cell 
G.H2 
1,07 
0,01 
251 
0,63 
0.63 
0.00 
$0.21 
Electnc 
Vehicle 
l ri7 
0.115 
314 
fl 41 
o.ao 
0.41 
30.05 
Table 4. Sigh Level Accele-ratk^ji Pmver RzqwTgm&m 
Time (s) 
10 
14 
20 
5 
10 
Desired o* 
Inquired? 
Desired 
Required 
Desired 
Desired 
Required 
Speeds 
0-60 
tt-ti) 
0-90 
50-70 
50-?0 
Power 
(W) 
97500 
71250 
12250 
13500 
76500 
IsMe i. CS^O> FuelEcetwm&s (MPGGE) 
I.3L Bid 2-Modc cAWD - Chargp Depleting 
1.3L B20 2-Mode eAWD • Charge 
Sustaining 
IJL B20 2-Mode FWD - Charge Depleting 
IJL B2C1 2-Modc FWD - Charge Sustaining 
2 4L EB5 BAS4 eAWD - Charge Depleting 
2.4L E85 BA5+ eA WD - Charge Sustaining 
UDDS 
59 
Xi 
50 
30 
35 
23 
HWFET 
53 
38 
49 
38 
N-'A 
36 
Ta&te £. Utility Fae^ Summary 
CDES 
Energy 
(Wh) 
CD Fuel 
Fnergv 
(Wh)' 
CD 
Toui 
Lnergy 
(Wh/ 
CD 
Di^taTice 
(rni) 
CSES 
Energy 
(Wh) 
CS Fuel 
Energy 
(Whj 
CS 
Total 
Energy 
(Wh) 
CS 
Distance 
(mi) 
Utibly 
Factor 
1.3LB20 2-MudeeAWD| L.3LB202-ModeFWD 
UDDS 
5896 
5942 
1LS3S 
20 
0 
97266 
9-7266 
St 
USttt 
5896 
45435 
51331 
32 
n 
52322 
52322 
32 
HWFLT j UDDS 
3216 \iM 
1 
$96(} 
9182 
14 
2K96 
4504 
«> 
53fi | 0 
i 
84194 
84650 
1 
9864 
9*864 
89 j & 
UStifc 
1603 
17898 
19506 
1? 
0 
3985 
3985 
3 
HWFKT 
26&0 
7392 
10072 
34 
0 
83908 
83908 
89 
0.416 } 0.464 
24LE85BAS+eAWD 
UDDS 
3430 
8482 
11912 
12 
0 
139405 
139405 
91 
USOfi 
3236 
69541 
72757 
50 
0 
B3759 
A3759 
53 
HWI-fcl 
U 
0 
0 
n 
860 
100306 
101166 
103 
CJ421 
125 
TaMg L Tewing CepBtay Summery 
11.3 L +Two-mode 
-i- Magna 
lt.3 L • Two-mode 
1 2.4 Eco i-Magna 
Velocity 
{m/sl> 
20.12 
1 20.12 
20.12 
Com. 
Power 
77300 
56050 
| 70594 
Grade 
6.25 
43 ] 
5J64 
Grade i%l 
10.95 
7.54 
9.87 
liraergy 
(W) 
10=25 
10.25 
10.25 
Notes: 
]&1 choice 
2nd Choice j 
3nl Choice I 
NOTE: 2.41 Eco has 123 kWPeokPmwt 1.31 Bmel has 4S.3 k^I>as^P<mvr 
TaMe 9. .irtMmture Bedssm Matrix 
Option 
2-4L PnoductkHn Vuc 
].3LB20 2-mode 
AWD HEV 
].3LB20 2-mode 
AWD PHF.VI0 
1.3lB20 2-mode 
AWD PHEV20 
].3LB2G2-mode 
FWD HEV 
].3LB20 2-mode 
FWDPHEV10 
] .3L B20 2-mode 
FWD PHEV20 
Perform. 
^7 
2.0 
2.0 
3.0 
2.0 
j 2.0 
3.0 
1 2.4LES5BAS+ - -
AWD I IE V ] -'° 
2.4L EN BA5+
 7 -
AWDPIIEVIO ' "* 
2.4L Eft5 RA5+ j 
AWDPHEV20 , W 
Fuel 
Economy 
2.0 
2.0 
6J 
tf>.» 
2.0 
6.2 
10.0 
2.0 
4.8 
8.8 
WTW ] 
GHG | 
2.0 j 
f 
Tailpipe 1 
Emissions 
2.0 
5.B | y.2 
&2 J 9.7 
10.0 10.0 
1 
5.6 
8.0 
9.9 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
I 9.2 
S 
i 9.7 
10.0 
1 
2.0 
22 
l 
4.2 
1 
WTW 1 
PEU 
2.0 
2.0 
1 2.5 
5.2 
2.0 
2.4 
5.2 
6.6 
8.6 
10-0 
Norm. j 
Scare 
0.0 
3.5 
6.4 
10.U 
3.4 
6.3 
9.9 
2.5 
3.0 
Rank 
1 
2 
i 
9.3 1 3 
AflJJE" j ^ P ^ ™ * 5 * ^ 
